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About  Us
1. Our Vision for Cambodia

CDRI’s vision is for a peaceful, prosperous and 
more equitable Cambodia that has made significant 
progress in sustainable socio-economic development 
and poverty reduction, based on high levels of 
growth and economic diversification, agricultural and 
rural development, the strengthening of democratic 
development and public institutions, improved 
management of natural resources, and social 
development in education, health and gender equity. 

CDRI’s mission, values, operating principles and 
programme structure reflect this vision.

2. Our Mission

As an independent Cambodian development policy 
research institute, CDRI’s mission is to contribute  
to Cambodia’s sustainable development, and the 
well-being of its people, through the generation of 
high quality policy-relevant development research, 
knowledge dissemination and capacity development.

CDRI works to achieve this mission in partnership 
with Cambodian public institutions and civil society, 
and their regional and international development 

partners, with respect for the capacity of the 
Cambodian people and their institutions, for the 
value of local knowledge and experience, and for 
Cambodia’s history and culture.

3. Our Work

CDRI produces independent, objective, high quality, 
policy-relevant development research, and works to 
maximise its relevance, accessibility and usefulness to 
policy makers, influencers and stakeholders, on five 
inter-related themes:

•  Economy, trade and regional cooperation
•  Agriculture and rural development
•  Democratic governance and public sector reform
•  Natural resources and the environment
•  Social development.

These five themes are reflected in CDRI’s research 
management structure. CDRI’s research is multi-
disciplinary. Its Cambodia 2020 Research Strategy 
emphasises cross-programme collaboration on the 
major cross-cutting issues of sustainability, poverty 
reduction, governance and institutional arrangements, 
gender equity, and conflict prevention and resolution. 
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CDRI staff, Kep retreat, December 2012
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4. Our Guiding Values and Operating 
Principles

The value of policy research: CDRI’s core guiding 
value is that objective high quality policy-relevant 
research has a central role to play in good policy 
making for Cambodia’s sustainable development, 
and in the implementation of effective national 
development strategies and programmes.

Independence: CDRI’s governing body is an 
independent board of directors comprising people 
of Cambodian and international backgrounds acting 
in their individual capacities. CDRI management 
is responsible and accountable to its board on 
all strategic, management and financial matters. 
Decisions about CDRI’s research strategy, policy and 
programmes are made by its board and management 
in consultation with staff, partners and clients.

Political neutrality: CDRI is politically neutral and 
not aligned with any political party.

Good governance: CDRI’s Board, management 
and staff work together in an environment that 
respects the key principles of good organisational 
governance – compliance with the law; transparency 
and accountability; honesty, integrity and mutual 
respect; productivity and recognition of achievement; 
a safe and harmonious working environment; and 
continuous improvement. 

Research ethics: CDRI’s research is designed, 
implemented and disseminated within an ethical 
framework that emphasises consultation and 
participation, transparency, informed consent, data 
confidentiality, local ownership and participation, 
respect for privacy and the well-being of the 
vulnerable, accessibility of research knowledge and 
respect for intellectual property, a commitment to 
the strengthening of local capacity and sensitivity to 
local culture. 

Capacity development: CDRI has a deep 
commitment to capacity development, which is 
defined by the OECD as ‘the process by which individuals, 
groups and organisations, institutions and countries 
develop, enhance and organise their systems, resources 
and knowledge; all reflected in their abilities, individually 
and collectively, to perform functions, solve problems 
and achieve objectives.’ For CDRI, in its Cambodian 

context, this means an emphasis on building the 
skills and professional qualifications of its Cambodian 
researchers, team leaders and managers through 
institutional support, internal and external training 
and professional development, and opportunities for 
post-graduate education linked to CDRI’s research 
priorities, and on ensuring that our organisational 
structure and systems support this objective.

‘Cambodianisation’: The CDRI Board, management 
and staff share a commitment to the concept of 
Cambodianisation, a process by which, over time, 
CDRI works to ensure that all senior and middle 
management positions are occupied by suitably 
qualified Cambodians, that its Cambodian research 
and operational staff are well qualified and highly 
skilled, and that its research and policy agenda, its ways 
of doing research, and associated research products 
and dissemination strategies, are Cambodian owned 
and driven.

Partnership: CDRI undertakes its programmes and 
projects in partnership with Cambodian government 
agencies and their international development partners, 
other research and tertiary education institutions – 
national, regional and international, the private sector 
and civil society. CDRI seeks to build partnerships 
that are committed to:

Development of the abilities of the Cambodian •	
people, their government and institutions; 
Understanding of and respect for the local •	
circumstances that determine sustainable 
development outcomes – political, institutional, 
economic, social, cultural and historical; 
Ownership and control of development •	
programmes and results by Cambodians and 
their institutions; 
Long-term support for the sustainable growth of •	
CDRI and the development of the professional 
qualifications, skills and expertise of its staff.

5. Our Organisation

Located in the Phnom Penh suburb of Tuol Kork, CDRI 
has 84 staff including management, professional and 
technical staff, operations and support staff, of whom 
80 are Cambodian.  Many of our staff, having gained 
experience and expertise at CDRI, go on to contribute 
to other Cambodian and international organisations 
involved in their country’s development.

About  U
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១. ចក្ខុវិស័យ វបសអ អំពីប្រទ្រសកម្ពុជា
	 វិទ្យាស្ថានបណ្តុះបណ្តាល	 និង	 ស្វជ្វដើម្បីអភិវឌ្ឍន ៍
កម្ពុជា	 (វបសអ)	 ប្ថ្នាឲ្យប្ទ្ស	កម្ពុជាបានប្កបដោយ 
សន្តភិាព	 វឌ្ឍនភាព	 និងសមធម៌ដ៏ប្សើរ	 ឆ្លងតាមការរីកចម្ើន	
យ៉ាង	ច្ើន	ដ្លសម្ចបានហើយ	 ក្នុង	ការ		អភិវឌ្ឍ			ស្ដ្ឋ	កិច្ច	-		 
សង្គម	កិច្ច			ប្កប	ដោយ	ចីរភាព	 និង	ការកាត់	បន្ថយ				ភាព		ក្ីក្	
ព្មទាំង	តាមការធ្វើពិពិធកម្ម	ស្ដ្ឋកិច្ច	 ការ	រីក			លូតលាស់	
កម្ិត	ខ្ពស់	 ការ	អភិវឌ្ឍ	ជនបទ	 ការ	អភិវឌ្ឍ		កសិកម្ម	 ការពង្ឹង	
ស្ថាប័ន		សធារណៈ	 ការ	រីក	រឹងប៉ឹងរបប			ប្ជាធិបត្យ្យ	 ការ		 
គ្ប់	គ្ង	ធនធាន	ធម្មជាតិ		យ៉ាងល្អ	 ហើយនិង	ការអភិវឌ្ឍ	សង្គម 
លើផ្ន្កអប់រំ	ស៉ខភាព	និង	សមធម៌	ខាង		យ្នឌ័រ។
	 ចក្ខុវិស័យន្ះ	 មានឆ្លុះបញ្ចាំងនៅក្នុងកម្មវិធី	គោលការណ៍	
អន៉វត្ត	គ៉ណតម្ល្	និងប្សកកម្ម		វបសអ។

២. ប្រសកកម្ម វបសអ
	 ក្នុងលក្ខណៈជា	 វិទ្យាស្ថានកម្ពុជាឯករាជ្យផ្ន្កស្វជ្វពី	
គោល	នយោបាយអភិវឌ្ឍន៍	វបសអ	មានប្សកកម្មរួមចំណ្ក	
ដល់	កា	 រអភិវឌ្ឍប្ទ្សប្កបដោយចីរភាព	 និងលើក	កម្ពស់	
ស៉ខ៉មាល	ភាព	ប្ជាពលរដ្ឋកម្ពុជា	 តាមរយៈការ	ស្វ	ជ្វ		មាន	
គ៉ណភាពខ្ពស់	ពី	គោលនយោបាយអភិវឌ្ឍន៍	 ការ	ផ្សព្វផ្សាយ		
ចំណ្ះដឹង	និងការកសងសមត្ថភាព។
	 វបសអ	 ប្ឹងប្ងបំព្ញប្សកកម្មន្ះ	 ដោយធ្វើការ
ជាដ្គូជាមួយស្ថាប័នសធារណៈ	 និងសង្គមស៉ីវិលកម្ពុជា	
ស្ថាប័ន	អភិវឌ្ឍន៍ក្នុងតំបន់និងពិភពលោក	និងដោយគោរពដល់	
សមត្ថភាព	របស់ប្ជាពលរដ្ឋនិងស្ថាប័នកម្ពុជា	 ចំណ្ះដឹង	
និង	បទពិសោធន៍ក្នុងស្៉ក	 ព្មទាំងវប្បធម៌	 និងប្វត្តិសស្ត្	
ប្ទ្ស	កម្ពុជា។

៣. សកម្មភាព វបសអ
	 វបសអ	 ប្ឹងប្ងធ្វើការស្វជ្វប្កបដោយឯករាជ្យ	 
គ៉ណភាពខ្ពស់	 និងជាប់ទាក់ទងល្អដល់គោលនយោបាយ	
អភិវឌ្ឍន៍	 ដើម្បីជួយឲ្យអ្នកកសងគោលនយោបាយ	 អ្នក	មាន	
ឥទ្ធិពល	 និងអ្នកពាក់ព័ន្ធ	 អាចយកលទ្ធផលមកប្ើប្ស់បាន	
ច្ើន	ជាអតិបរមា	ក្នុងវិស័យជាប់ទាក់ទិនគ្នាចំនួន	៥	គឺ៖

១.	ស្ដ្ឋកិច្ច	ពាណិជ្ជកម្ម	និងសហប្តិបត្តិការក្នុងតំបន់
២.	កសិកម្ម	និងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ជនបទ
៣.	អភិបាលកិច្ចតាមប្បប្ជាធិបត្យ្យ	 និងកំណ្	ទម្ង់	

វិស័យ	សធារណៈ
៤.	ធនធានធម្មជាតិ	និងបរិស្ថាន
៥.	អភិវឌ្ឍន៍សង្គម

	 វិស័យទាំង	៥	ន្ះ	 	 វបសអ	បានដាក់បញ្ចូលនៅក្នុង	រចនា	
សម្ព័ន្ធ	គ្ប់គ្ងការស្វជ្វរបស់ខ្លួន	 ដ្លមាន	លក្ខណៈ	
ពហ៉វិស័យ។	 យ៉ទ្ធសស្ត្ស្វជ្វប្ទ្សកម្ពុជាឆ្នាំ២០២០	
របស់	 វបសអ	 បានលើកកម្ពស់កិច្ចសហការរវាងកម្មវិធី	នានា	
នៅ	វិទ្យាស្ថាន	 លើបញ្ហាចម្បងៗដ្លជាប់ទាក់ទិននឹងច្ើន	
វិស័យ	ដូចជា	ការពង្ឹងចីរភាព	ការកាត់បន្ថយភាពក្ីក្	ការ	
រៀប	ចំ		ស្ថាប័ននិងអភិបាលកិច្ច	 សមធម៌យ្នឌ័រ	 និង	ការ	ដោះ	
ស្យ	និងបង្ការទំនាស់។

៤. គោលការណ៍អនុវត្ត និងគុណតម្ល្រ វបសអ
	 គ៉ណតម្ល្ន្ការស្វជ្វខាងគោលនយោបាយ៖	 គ៉ណ	
តម្ល្	ចម្បង	របស់	 វបសអ	 គឺការស្វជ្វ	គោល	នយោបាយ	
ប្កប		ដោយ		គ៉ណភាព	 ដ្ល	មាន		តួនាទីស្នូលក្នុងការសម្ច	
ចិត្ត			ដ៏	ប្សើរ	 សម្ប់ការអភិវឌ្ឍប្ទ្សកម្ពុជាប្កប	ដោយ	
ចីរភាព	និង		ការ		អន៉វត្ត		យ៉ទ្ធសស្ត្អភិវឌ្ឍន៍ជាតិ	និងកម្មវិធីនានា	
យ៉ាង			សក្តិសិទ្ធិ។
	 ឯករាជ្យ៖	ថ្នាក់ដឹកនំាកំពូលន្	វបសអ	គឺជា	ក៉្ម	បឹ្ក្សា	ភិ	បាល		 
ឯករាជ្យ	 ដ្លមានសមាជិកជាជន	កម្ពុជា	 និង	បរទ្ស	 និងធ្វើ	
សកម្មភាពក្នុងឋានៈជាប៉គ្គល	ឯករាជ្យ។	 ថ្នាក់	គ្ប់	គ្ង			របស់	
វិទ្យាស្ថាន	មានទំនួលខ៉សត្ូវ	 និង	គណ	ន្យ្យ	ភាព				ចំពោះ		ក្៉ម	 
ប្ឹក្សាភិបាល	 លើរាល់បញ្ហាខាង	យ៉ទ្ធសស្ត្គ្ប់	គ្ង	 និង	
ហិរញ្ញវត្ថុ។	ស្ចក្តីសម្ចលើ	 	យ៉ទ្ធសស្ត្ស្វជ្វ	គោល	
នយោបាយ	 និងកម្មវិធីរបស់	 វបសអ	 ត្ូវធ្វើ	ឡើង			ដោយក្៉ម	
ប្ឹក្សាភិបាល	និងថ្នាក់គ្ប់គ្ង	ដោយ	មាន		ការ	ពិគ្ះ	យោបល់	 
ជា	មួយប៉គ្គលិក	ដ្គូសហការ	និង	អតិថិជន។
	 អព្យាក្ឹតភាពខាងនយោបាយ៖	 វបសអ	 មាន	អព្យាក្ឹត				 
ភាព		ព្ញ	ល្ញខាងនយោបាយ	 ដោយមិនគំទ្ដល់	
គណបក្ស			នយោបាយ	ណមួយឡើយ។
	 អភិបាលកិច្ចល្អ៖	 ក្៉មប្ឹក្សាភិបាល	 ថ្នាក់គ្ប់គ្ង	 និង	
ប៉គ្គលិកន្	វបសអ	ធ្វើការរួមគ្នា	ដោយ	គោរពតាមគោលការណ៍
សំខាន់ៗន្អភិបាលកិច្ចល្អ	ពោលគឺ	ស្ប	ច្បាប់	មានតមា្លាភាព	
មានគណន្យ្យភាព	ស៉ចរិត	ស្អាតស្អំ	គោរពគ្នាទៅវិញទៅមក	
ទទួលស្គាល់	លទ្ធផលនិងស្នាដ្គ្នា	 មានបរិយកាសការងរ	
ស្និទ្ធស្នាលរលូនល្អ	និងមានការរីកចម្ើន	ជាបន្តបនា្ទាប់។
	 សីលធម៌ស្វជ្វ៖	 វបសអ	 រចនារៀបចំ	 អន៉វត្ត	 និង	
ផ្សព្វផ្សាយ			ការស្វជ្វ	 ស្បតាមសីលធម៌ដ្លលើកកម្ពស់	
ការ		ព	ិគ្ះ	យោបល់	 តមា្លាភាព	 ការយល់ស្បដោយ	មាន		 
ព័ត៌មាន	គ្ប់គ្ន់	 ការរក្សាការសមា្ងាត់លើទិន្នន័យ	 ភាព	ជា	មា្ចាស់ 
និងការ	ចូលរួមនៅមូលដា្ឋាន	 	 ការ	គោរព	សិទ្ធិ	និង	ស៉ខ៉មាល	ភាព 
ជនងយ	រងគ្ះ	 លទ្ធភាពបានប្ើប្ស់លទ្ធផល	ស្វ	ជ្វ 
ការ	គោរព	កម្មសិទ្ធិបញ្ញា	 ការពង្ឹងសមត្ថភាពមូលដា្ឋាន	 និង	
តម្ល្	វប្បធម៌	មូលដា្ឋាន។

ព័ត៌មានពី វបសអព
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	 ការអភិវឌ្ឍសមត្ថភាព៖	 វបសអ	 មានការប្ត្ជា្ញាចិត្តខ្ពស់ក្នុង	
ការ	អភិវឌ្ឍ		សមត្ថភាពដ្ល	 អង្គការ	សហប្តិបត្តិការ	ស្ដ្ឋកិច្ច		
និងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍	 បានកំណត់និយមន័យថជា	 "ដំណើរ		ការ	 
ដ្លប៉គ្គល	 ក្៉មអង្គការ	 ស្ថាប័ន	 និង	ប្ទ្ស			នានា	 ធ្វើការ 
អភិវឌ្ឍ	 លើកកម្ពស់	 និង	រៀបចំ	នូវ		ប្ព័ន្ធធនធាន	 និង	ចំណ្ះ	
ដឹងរបស់ខ្លួន		 ដើម្បី	ជួយឲ្យ	ប៉គ្គល	 និង	សមូហភាព	 មាន	
លទ្ធភាពអន៉វត្ត	ម៉ខងរ	 ដោះស្យ	បញ្ហា	 និងសម្ច	គោល		
បំណងរបស់ខ្លួន"។	 សម្ប់	 វបសអ	 ចំណុចន្ះ	សំដៅ	ដល់	
ការលើកកម្ពស់ការកសងជំនាញ	 និង	គ៉ណ		សម្បត្តិ	ខាង	វិជា្ជា		
ជីវៈសម្ប់	អ្នកស្វជ្វកម្ពុជា	ប្ធាន	ក្៉ម	 	និង	អ្នក	គ្ប់		គ្ង			
នានា	 តាមរយៈជំនួយគំទ្	ពី	ស្ថាប័ន	 ការ	បណ្តុះ	បណ្តាល			នៅ	
ខាងក្នុង	 និងខាងក្វិទ្យាស្ថាន	ការ	ផ្តល់ឱកាស	បន្ត		ការ	សិក្សា	
ថ្នាក់ក្យ	ឧត្តមពាក់	ព័ន្ធនឹង			អាទិភាពស្វជ្វ	របស់	វបសអ	
និង	ការរៀបចំប្ព័ន្ធនិងរចនាសម្ព័ន្ធ	ចាត់តាំងនៅ	វបសអ	ដើម្បី	
គំទ្ដល់គោលដៅន្ះ។
	 "ខ្ម្រភាវូបនីយកម្ម"៖ ក្៉មប្ឹក្សាភិបាល	 ថ្នាក់គ្ប់គ្ង 
និង	ប៉គ្គលិក	វបសអ	បានប្ត្ជា្ញារួមគ្នា	អន៉វត្ត	"ខ្ម្រភាវូបនីយកម្ម"	
ដ្លក្នុងនោះ	វបសអ	ប្ឹងប្ងប្គល់ជាបន្តបនា្ទាប់នូវ	តំណ្ង		
គ្ប់គ្ងថ្នាក់ខ្ពស់	 និងថ្នាក់កណ្តាលទាំងអស់នៅ		 វបសអ	
ទៅ			ឲ្យ		ជនកម្ពុជាដ្លមាន	សមត្ថភាព	សក្តិសម	 និងជួយឲ្យ 
ប៉គ្គលិក	កម្ពុជា	ផ្ន្ក	ស្វជ្វ	 និងផ្ន្ក	ប្តិបត្តិការ			 ទទួល 
បាន	សមត្ថភាព	 និងជំនាញខ្ពស់។	 ម្យា៉ាងទៀត	 របៀប	វារៈ	
គោល		នយោបាយ	 និងការស្វជ្វ	 វិធីសស្ត្	ស្វ	ជ្វ	
ផលិតផលស្វជ្វ	 និងយ៉ទ្ធសស្ត្	ផ្សព្វផ្សាយ	 ស៉ទ្ធត្	ជន	
កម្ពុជា	ជាអ្នកកំណត់និងជម្៉ញឡើង	និង	ធ្វើជាមា្ចាស់។
	 ភាពជាដ្គូសហការ៖	 វបសអ	 អន៉វត្តគម្ង	 និង	កម្មវិធី		
នានា	 ដោយសហការជាមួយស្ថាប័ន	រដា្ឋាភិបាល	កម្ពុជា	 	ដ្គូ			

អភិវឌ្ឍន៍			អន្តរជាតិរបស់កម្ពុជា		ស្ថាប័ន	ឧត្តម	សិក្សា	និង	ស្ថាប័ន				
ស្វ	ជ្វ				ទាំងក្នុង	ប្ទ្ស	 ក្នុងតំបន់	 	និងអន្តរជាតិ	 ព្មទាំង	
វិស័យ		ឯកជន	 និងសង្គមស៉ីវិល។	 វបសអ	 ប្ឹងប្ងកសង	
ភាព	ជា	ដ្គូ			ដោយ	ប្ត្ជា្ញា៖

-	 អភិវឌ្ឍសមត្ថភាពប្ជាជន	 រដា្ឋាភិបាល	 និងស្ថាប័ន	
កម្ពុជា

-	 ស្វ្ងយល់	 និងអន៉វត្តតាមស្ថានភាពក្នុងស្៉កដ្ល	
កំណត់	ជោគជ័យន្ការអភិវឌ្ឍ	ប្កបដោយចីរភាព	និង	
មានជាអាទិ៍	ផ្នក្	នយោបាយ	ស្ថាប័ន	ស្ដ្ឋកិច្ច	សង្គម	កិច្ច	
វប្បធម៌	និងប្វត្តិសស្ត្	

-	 លើកកម្ពស់ភាពជាមា្ចាស់	 និងការគ្ប់គ្ងលើកម្មវិធី	
អភិវឌ្ឍន៍	 និងលទ្ធផលនានា	 ដោយជនកម្ពុជា	 និង	
ស្ថាប័ន	កម្ពុជា	

-	 គំទ្យូរអង្វ្ង	 ដល់កំណើនប្កបដោយចីរភាព	ន្	
វបសអ	និងការអភិវឌ្ឍវិជា្ជាជីវៈ	 ចំណ្ះដឹង	 និងជំនាញ	
របស់ប៉គ្គលិកខ្លួន

៥. អំពីវិទ្រយាស្ថាន
	 វបសអ	 មានទីតាំងនៅក្នុងខ័ណ្ឌទួលគោក	 រាជធានី	
ភ្នំព្ញ។	វិទ្យាស្ថាន	មានប៉គ្គលិកចំនួន	៨៤	នាក់	ដ្លរួមមាន	
ថ្នាក់គ្ប់គ្ង	 ប៉គ្គលិកជំនាញបច្ច្កទ្ស	 ប៉គ្គលិក	ផ្ន្ក	
ប្តិបត្តិការ			 និងប៉គ្គលិកជំនួយផ្ស្ងៗ	 ហើយក្នុងនោះ	 មាន	
៨០នាក់	ជាខ្ម្រ។	បនា្ទាប់ពីទទួលបានបទពិសោធន៍	និងជំនាញ	
នៅ	 វបសអ	 ប៉គ្គលិកវិទ្យាស្ថានជាច្ើននាក់	 បានបន្ត		ទៅចូល	
រួម	ចំណ្កជាមួយអង្គការជាតិ	 និងអន្តរជាតិដទ្ទៀត	 ដ្ល	
បំព្ញ	សកម្មភាព		ពាក់ព័ន្ធនឹង	ការអភិវឌ្ឍ	ប្ទ្សកម្ពុជា។

ទីធា្លាវិទ្យាស្ថាន	វបសអ	ខ្វិច្ឆិកា	ឆ្នាំ២០១២
CDRI’s garden, November 2012
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M
es

sa
ge Message from the 

Executive Director
I am pleased to introduce CDRI’s 2012-13 Annual 
Report reflecting a year of strong research output 
and a positive financial result, with the generation of 
a modest operating surplus. Despite this result, CDRI 
will need to continue to work hard to achieve more 
long term programme-based resource partnerships 
to build sustainability.

In early 2012 CDRI welcomed a new Director of 
Research, Dr Srinivasa Madhur, the former Senior 
Director of the Office of Regional Economic 
Development of the Asian Development Bank. He 
brings to CDRI a deep knowledge and experience 
of development issues in the Asian region. Following 
a decision of the CDRI Board in March 2012, he 
will lead CDRI research teams in the production of 
a new series of ‘state of the art’ papers on major 
development issues for Cambodia,

The 2012 Cambodia Outlook Conference, a 
partnership of CDRI and ANZ Royal Bank, on the 
theme Cambodia’s Priorities for Inclusive Growth, Regional 
Integration and ASEAN Leadership, was held in Phnom 
Penh on 16 February, with the keynote opening 
address again delivered by Prime Minister Hun Sen. 
A series of Cambodia Outlook Briefs, in Khmer and 
English, capturing the major issues and policy priorities 
from the conference, were produced and circulated 
prior to and during the ASEAN Summit chaired by 
Cambodia in Phnom Penh in early April.

In March 2012 the Greater Mekong Sub-region 

Development Analysis Network (GMS-DAN), 
coordinated by CDRI, initiated a new project on 
Inclusive Growth and Sub-regional Integration in the 
GMS, supported by the International Development 
Research Centre of Canada (IDRC) and the Rockefeller 
Foundation. May saw the inception of Phase II of the 
Development Research Forum of Cambodia for 2012-
15, a partnership of CDRI, the Cambodia Economic 
Association, the Learning Institute, the Supreme 
National Economic Council, the Royal University of 
Agriculture, and the Royal University of Phnom Penh, 
also with support from IDRC. 

In May CDRI and the Swedish International 
Development Agency (Sida) conducted their annual 
review meeting under Sida’s 2011-16 financial support 
for both research and operations,  focusing on Sida-
funded research on democratic governance and public 
sector reform, inclusive growth, climate change, and 
tertiary and vocational education. In late 2012 CDRI 
also entered into a new resource partnership with the 
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), 
providing a contribution to a range of development 
policy research activities over 2012-13. 

During 2012 CDRI’s research on major development 
issues for Cambodia included new poverty-
environment initiatives on climate change adaptation 
and livelihood resilience and issues related to Chinese 
hydropower dams; a sharper focus on gender in 
the context of agriculture, health and nutrition, 
decentralisation and gender norms; and studies on 

Larry Strange, executive director
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inclusive growth and GMS sub-regional integration, 
global financial crisis and vulnerability, agriculture and 
food security, and pro-poor health systems including 
sanitation. Governance, specifically civil society-state 
relations, higher education, and water and aquatic 
resources management, continued to form a core of 
CDRI research. 

In December, CDRI held its 2012 retreat in Kep 
on the southeast coast of Cambodia. The retreat 
included a review of achievements in 2012 and lessons 
learned, planning priorities and organisational issues 
for 2013, and a discussion of leadership succession 
management with the Chair of CDRI’s Board of 
Directors, H.E. Dr Sok Siphana. Priorities agreed for 
2013 include the appointment of technical advisers 
for each of CDRI’s five research programmes; the 
development of a staff satisfaction policy to further 
build an environment and system of rewards to 
promote professional satisfaction; an improved project 
performance monitoring system; criteria for selection 
of research opportunities to achieve a better balance 
of CDRI programme research and income-generating 
commissioned work; and the development of a new 
multi-disciplinary CDRI initiative on Asian regionalism, 
regional integration and policy implications for 
Cambodia’s future development.

I would like to thank all CDRI management and staff 
for their contribution and commitment to CDRI 
during 2012, along with the Chair Of CDRI’s Board 
of Directors, HE Dr Sok Siphana, and other Board 
members, for their strong support and guidance, in 
particular Board members Ms Pok Panhavichetr and 
Ms Carol Strickler, whose second and final term 
concludes in March 2013. It has been a pleasure and 
honour to work with you all during 2012.

Larry Strange
Executive Director CDRI
February 2013

M
essage

CDRI 
full Board of  Directors meeting, 
February 2012

CDRI's New 
Director of 
Research

Dr Srinivasa Madhur has a PhD in economics 
from Delhi School of Economics (1985) and was a 
Fulbright Post-doctoral Fellow at the Department 
of Economics, Yale University (1988). He brings 
to CDRI a wealth of expertise in multi-country 
economic policy research, hands-on economic 
policymaking experience and deep insight into 
the policy dialogue on Asian development 
and integration in the context of regional and 
subregional forums. 

Previously, Dr Madhur was a Senior Director 
in charge of the Office of Regional Economic 
integration at the Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) (1994–2010), where he held various posts 
as Senior/Principal Economist for China, Korea, 
Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia and Mongolia, and 
for  regional forums ASEAN, ASEAN+3, APEC and 
ASEM. Before that, he was Economic Adviser to 
the Indian Government (1987–94), and a member 
of the Economic Advisory Council to the Indian 
prime minister (1991–93). 

More recently, he was Visiting Professor at the 
Graduate School of International Studies, Seoul 
National University (March-June 2011), and Visiting 
Fellow at the Korea Institute for International 
Economic Policy (July 2011). He has published 
widely on Asian development and regional 
integration issues.
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Research: 2012 has been a very busy and productive 
year for CDRI’s research programme and its new 
Director of Research, Dr Srinivasa Madhur. Major 
research topics included inclusive growth, for 
both Cambodia and the Greater Mekong Sub-
region, poverty and vulnerability, labour supply and 
market demand, irrigation management and climate 
change adaptation, aquatic resource governance, 
gender and water governance, agriculture and food 
security, policies for rice-based farming systems, 
decentralisation reforms and their implications for 
youth, education and state-society relations, social 
gender norms, higher education governance, building 
pro-poor health systems, sanitation and hygiene.

Finance: CDRI had a sound financial result in 
2012, achieving a modest operating surplus, with its 
Endowment Reserve maintained. With several major 
project proposals awaiting final funding decisions in 
early 2013, CDRI is positioned for a stronger financial 
result in 2013. However long term sustainability and 
the diversification of major resource partnerships 
remain both a priority and a challenge for 
CDRI.

Sida Support 2011-16 and New 
Partnership with SDC: In May 2012 
CDRI and the Swedish International 
Development Agency (Sida) conducted 
their annual review meeting on Sida’s 
2011-16 financial support for both 
research and operations. The review 
considered CDRI’s performance in 2011 
against its 2011-15 strategic plan, and the 
specific results assessment framework 
agreed between CDRI and Sida, focusing 

on Sida-funded research in democratic governance 
and public sector reform, inclusive growth, climate 
change, and tertiary and vocational education. A mid-
term review will be held in late 2013. Strategies were 
also discussed to promote the CDRI-Sida model of 
long-term partnership for policy relevant research, 
capacity development, and institutional strengthening 
with other development partners. The Swiss Agency 
for Development Cooperation (SDC), a relative 
newcomer to the Cambodian development scene, 
has provided some modest initial core support to 
CDRI for 2012-14, with the prospect of a deepening 
longer term partnership.

CDRI’s Cambodia 2020 Country Research 
Strategy and 2011-15 Strategic Plan: The next 
step was to deepen relationships with the Swiss 
Agency of Development Cooperation (SDC) and 
other key partnerships and stakeholders, e.g., ADB, 
IDRC, AMRO and government ministries, to resource 
core elements of CDRI’s 2011-15 Strategic Plan, 
Country Research Strategy and emerging issues.

Major Achievements

Ac
hi

ev
em

en
ts

Achievem
ents

H.E. Dr Sok Siphana, 
Chair of  CDRI Board of  Directors, 
presenting his welcoming remarks at 

the opening ceremony of  the 
2012 Cambodia Outlook Conference presided by 

Prime Minister Hun Sen, Phnom Penh, February 2012

CDRI and Sida conducting their annual review meeting, CDRI, May 2012
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2013 Cambodia Outlook Conference: The 7th 
annual Cambodia Outlook Conference, a partnership 
of CDRI and ANZ Royal Bank, on the theme Securing 
Cambodia’s Future - Food, Energy and Natural Resources 
was held in Phnom Penh on 19 February. The opening 
keynote address to more than 250 participants 
was again presented by Cambodia’s Prime Minister 
Hun Sen. The 2012 Cambodia Outlook Conference 
included session sub-themes on: Securing Cambodia’s 
Future - Indicators, Prospects and Policy Priorities; 
Powering Cambodia’s Sustainable Growth: Energy 
and Infrastructure; Food Security and Agriculture 
Development: Fundamental to Inclusive Growth and 
Sustainable Development; and Policy Priorities and 
Action. The programme, presentations and conference 
materials, and the 2012 Cambodia Outlook Briefs 
are available on CDRI’s website. The 2012 Cambodia 
Outlook Briefs, published in Khmer and English, to 
capture the major issues and policy priorities from 
the 2012 Cambodia Outlook Conference were 
circulated to coincide with the ASEAN Summit, 
chaired by Cambodia and held in Phnom Penh in early 
April. Following discussions between the CDRI Board 
Chair, the Executive Director and the new CEO of 
ANZ Royal, a new three-year partnership agreement 
to support a further three annual conferences in 
2013-15 has been signed. 

ReBUILD: Research for Building Pro-poor Health 
Systems during Recovery from Conflict, a research 
partnership between CDRI and the Liverpool School 
of Tropical Medicine, has made substantive progress. 
Major activities of its three projects include receiving 
ethical approval, conducting pilot exercises, collecting 
secondary data and datasets, and undertaking fieldwork 
preparation. Discussions with UK coordinators and 
consultative meetings with the Ministry of Health 
were held to enhance collaboration between the 
research team and stakeholders.

Combat Child Labour in Cambodia aims to 
support a reduction in child labour in agriculture, 
fishing and fisheries/aquaculture and domestic service 
as well as other sectors by increasing children’s 
access to quality education and training opportunities, 
promoting sustainable livelihoods for their households, 
and increasing beneficiaries’ access to national 
social protection programmes that help households  
overcome dependence on child labour. This  
sub-award by World Vision, Inc. is to be implemented 
from December 2012 to November 2016.

Strengthening Aquatic Resources Governance 
(STARGO) project concluded with the final National 
Dialogue on “Local Innovations to Support Aquatic 
Resources Governance of the Tonle Sap Lake” held 
on 19 December. The dialogue reflected on local 
innovation outcomes, monitoring and evaluation 
results, training on peace building and conflict 
resolution regarding fisheries, and the fisheries 
governance case study, which attempts to understand 
the impact of governance reforms on fisheries in the 
Tonle Sap Basin and the implications for policy. 

Climate Change Adaptation and Livelihoods  
in Inclusive Growth: A Review of Climate Change 

Impacts and Adaptive Capacity in Cambodia 
aims to identify climate change impacts 
and implications for agriculture, natural 
resources and livelihoods. The study has 
highlighted gaps for further research, 
including the concept of inclusive growth 
and the links between agriculture and 
livelihoods. It has identified key issues 
related to climate change and developed 
them into three research projects to 
be implemented in 2013-15. The study  
findings have been published in a working 
paper and the Cambodia Development 
Review.
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Most child labourers are unpaid family workers, Takeo province, May 2012

The Research on Building Pro-poor Health Systems during Recovery from Conflict (ReBUILD) 
project reveals that non-profit organisations play an important role in providing health services in 
rural areas, Phnom Penh, May 2012
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Gender and Water Governance: Women’s Role in 
Irrigation Management and Development in the Context 
of Climate Change identifies gender roles, needs 
and constraints in agriculture production, water 
governance and climate change adaptation policy. It 
seeks opportunities and strategies for redressing the 
different challenges women face by integrating gender 
equality and women’s empowerment into policy 
action and targeted interventions to improve women’s 
livelihood security through climate-resilient, income-
generating strategies and by lifting the constraints that 
often hamper agricultural production. Preliminary 
findings have been presented and disseminated at 
the development research forum and a consultative 
workshop. Detailed findings are to be published in a 
working paper.

Improving Water Governance and Climate 
Change Adaptation in Cambodia aims at 
gaining a better understanding of the implications 
of hydrological and ecosystem changes caused by 
climate change and human impacts on livelihoods 
in the Tonle Sap Basin, and improving methods of 
integrating these findings into Cambodia’s policy 
and planning frameworks. The team has recently 
conducted field reconnaissance to inform local 
partners about the implementation of this project 
and held meetings with provincial departments and 
community organisations at the proposed study sites. 
Five mini studies are being developed; the themes 
are (i) reviewing knowledge gaps related to climate 
change, (ii) hydrological change analysis in three sub-
catchments of the Tonle Sap Basin, (iii) assessment 
and evaluation of the efficiency and effectiveness of 
existing policies and institutional arrangements for 
water governance at local and provincial levels, and 
the formulation of operational solutions to bridge 
identified gaps, (iv) capacity building (professional and 
local communities), and (v) dissemination strategies.

ADBI ASEAN 2030: The final report for ASEAN 
2030 Phase I, Growing Together for Economic Prosperity- 
the Challenges: Cambodia Background Paper was 

submitted to the Asian Development Bank Institute 
(ADBI). Phase II of the project is expected to start in 
early 2013.

Development Research Forum (DRF) Phase 
II 2012-15: With the successful conclusion of 
DRF Phase I 2008-11, DRF Phase II, supported by 
the International Development Research Centre 
(IDRC) of Canada, was initiated in March and will 
conclude in June 2015. Phase II is coordinated by 
CDRI in partnership with the Cambodian Economic 
Association (CEA), Supreme National Economic 
Council (SNEC), National Institute of Public Health 
(NIPH), Royal University of Agriculture (RUA), Royal 
University of Phnom Penh (RUPP) and the Learning 
Institute (LI). The major components of DRF Phase 
II are the six Research Interest Groups and the ICT 
Platform. Achievements during the first year include 
10 research workshops, three policy roundtables and 
two research training programmes organised by the 
Research Interest Groups, and the 5th annual DRF 
Symposium in October. The best of the more than 
60 research papers presented, discussed and shared 
in the workshops, policy roundtables and symposium 
will be selected for publishing as poly papers and 
synthesis-type publications in 2013.   

Greater Mekong Sub-region Development 
Analysis Network (GMS-DAN): The GMS-
DAN 9 2011-14, with support from the Rockefeller 
Foundation and International Development Research 
Centre of Canada is a three-year programme covering 
two related research studies. Stage 1 study, from March 
2012 to February 2013, assesses the inclusiveness 
of growth in the GMS. Stage 2, from March 2012 to 
November 2014, focuses on the national policy and 
institutional changes required to achieve growth 
inclusiveness in the GMS. Two technical workshops to 
discuss the research methodologies and preliminary 
findings of stage 1 research were held in March and 
August, while a workshop to present final drafts is to 
be held in January 2013. 

Governance, Decentralisation and 
Deconcentration: In October CDRI's Democratic 
Governance Programme held a research 
dissemination and consultation workshop in Kratie 
to disseminate the Programme’s major research 
findings on governance and to identify future  
research priorities. The event was participated in  
by 280 local government officials from five 
north-eastern provinces—Preah Vihea, Stung 
Treng, Rattanakiri, Mondulkiri, Kratie, staff from  
the Ministry of Interior, and representatives  
from development partners and civil society 
organisations.Participants in the GMS-DAN Workshop on Collaborative Research on 

Inclusive Growth and Regional Integration in the Greater Mekong Sub-region, 
Vientiane, Laos, March 2012
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Conclusion of CDRI’s Peace Building and 
Conflict Resolution Training Programme: 
After protracted unsuccessful attempts to secure 
resources to support the training programme, the 
programme has now been formally concluded. An 
event to celebrate the programme’s and the trainers’ 
achievements was held at CDRI on 21 August 
involving CDRI’s founding Executive Director, Ms Eva 
Mysliwiec, the former Coordinator of CDRI’s Centre 
for Peace and Development, and COPCEL Facilitator, 
Mr Ok Serei Sopheak, and other stakeholders from 
the peace building and conflict resolution community. 
CDRI will continue to undertake research on this 
issue as opportunities arise.

Myanmar Development Resource Institute 
(MDRI): CDRI was pleased to welcome Ambassador 
Thaung Tun, Executive Director of the Myanmar 
Development Resource Institute (MDRI), as a special 
guest to the 2012 Development Research Forum 
Symposium in Phnom Penh on 22-23 October. This 

provided an opportunity for CDRI and MDRI to 
share experiences and consider ways in which the 
two institutions can work together in the future. 
Reciprocal visits between CDRI and MDRI are 
planned for early 2013, with the support of the Swiss 
Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), to 
take the partnership forward.

សមិទ្ធផលសំខាន់ៗ
ការស្រវជ្រវ៖	 នៅឆ្នាំ២០១២	 កម្មវិធីស្វជ្វ	

និង		ប្ធាន		ផ្ន្កស្វជ្វថ្មីរបស់វិទ្យាស្ថាន	វបសអ	គឺបណ្ឌិត	
ស្ី៉នីវា៉ាស	មា៉ាឌួរ	មានសកម្មភាពមមាញឹកខា្លាំង	 និង	សម្ច	
បាន		លទ្ធផលជាច្ើន។	ប្ធានបទ	ស្វជ្វ	ចម្បងៗ	រួម	មាន	
កំណើនសម្ប់គ្ប់គ្នាទាំងនៅប្ទ្សកម្ពុជា	 និង	មហា	អន៉	
តំបន់	ម្គង្គុ,	 ភាពក្ីក្	 និងភាពងយរងគ្ះ,	 ការ	ផ្គត់ផ្គង់	
កមា្លាំងពលកម្ម	និងតម្ូវការទីផ្សារ,	ការគ្ប់គ្ង	ធារាសស្ត្	
និងការបន្សាំនឹងការប្ប្ួលអាកាសធាត៉,	 អភិបាលកិច្ច	
ធនធាន		ជលផល,	 យ្នឌ័រ	 និងអភិបាលកិច្ចទឹក,	 កសិកម្ម	
និងសន្តិស៉ខស្បៀង,	 គោលនយោបាយសម្ប់ប្ព័ន្ធដាំដ៉ះ	
ផ្អ្ក	លើ	ដំណំស្ូវ,	 កំណ្ទម្ង់វិមជ្ឈការ	 និង	ផលប៉ះពាល់	
ទៅលើ	យ៉វជន	ការអប់រំ	និងទំនាក់ទំនងរដ្ឋ-សង្គម,	ក្ឹត្យក្ម	
ផ្ន្ក	យ្នឌ័រក្នុងសង្គម,	 អភិបាលកិច្ចការអប់រំកម្ិត	ឧត្តម	
សិក្សា,	 ការកសងប្ព័ន្ធស៉ខាភិបាលអំណោយផល	ដល់	
អ្នកក្,	ប្ព័ន្ធអនាម័យ។

ហិរញ្ញវត្ថុ៖	 វិទ្យាស្ថាន	 វបសអ	 សម្ចបានលទ្ធផល	
ហិរញ្ញវត្ថុ	ល្អនៅឆ្នាំ២០១២	 ដោយមានអតិរ្កថវិកា	ប្តិបត្តិ	
ការ	មួយចំនួនតូច	 ហើយអាចរក្សាធនបម្៉ងនៅកម្ិត	គោល	
ដៅ	បាន។	 ដោយមានសំណើគម្ងធំៗជាច្ើនកំព៉ង	រង់	
ចាំស្ចក្តី	សម្ចផ្តល់មូលនិធិជាផ្លូវការ	នៅដើមឆ្នាំ២០១៣	
ន្ះ	 	 វបសអ	 រំពឹងថនឹងទទួលបានលទ្ធផលហិរញ្ញវត្ថុរឹងមាំ	

ក្នុងឆ្នាំ២០១៣។	 ទោះជាយ៉ាងន្ះក្តី	 ចីរភាពរយៈព្ល	វ្ង	
និងការបង្កើនភាពជាដ្គូផ្តល់ធនធានចម្បងៗ	 នៅត្ជា	
អាទិភាព	និងជាបញ្ហាប្ឈមសម្ប់	វបសអ	។

ជំនួយគាំទ្រឆ្នាំ២០១១-២០១៦ របស់ Sida និង 
កិច្ច សហការជាដ្រគូថ្មីជាមួយ SDC ៖  នៅខ្	ឧសភា	
២០១២	វិទ្យាស្ថាន	 វបសអ	និងទីភា្នាក់ងរ	អភិវឌ្ឍន៍			អន្តរជាតិ	
ស៊៉យអ្ត	 (Sida)	 បានធ្វើការ	ប្ជ៉ំ	បូក	សរ៉ប		ប្ចាំ	ឆ្នាំ		នូវ	 

A commune council member being interviewed by a Women’s Media Centre 
of  Cambodia reporter at a workshop organised by CDRI, Kratie province, 
October 2012

វិទ្យាស្ថាន	CDRI	ស្វាគមន៍នាយកប្តិបត្តិន្វិទ្យាស្ថាន	ធនធាន	អភិវឌ្ឍន៍	 
មីយ៉ាន់មា៉ា			ជាភ្ញៀវពិស្សន្	វ្ទិកាស្វជ្វអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ឆ្នាំ២០១២
CDRI welcomed the executive director of  the Myanmar Development Resource 
Institute (MDRI) as a special guest to the  DRF 2012 Symposium in Phnom 
Penh, October 2012
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ជំនួយ	គំទ្ផ្ន្កហិរញ្ញវត្ថុ	ឆ្នាំ២០១១-២០១៦	 របស់	 Sida	
សម្ប់ទាំងផ្ន្កស្វជ្វ	 និង	ផ្ន្ក		ប្តិបត្តិ	ការ។	 កិច្ច	ប្ជ៉ំ		 
បូក	សរ៉បន្ះ	 ពិនិត្យលើ	 លទ្ធផល	ទូទៅ		របស់	 វបសអ	 ក្នុង	
ឆ្នាំ២០១១	 ធៀបជាមួយ	 ផ្នការ	យ៉ទ្ធសស្្ត	ឆ្នាំ២០១១-
២០១៥	 និងជាមួយ	 ក្បខ័ណ្ឌវាយ	តម្ល្	លទ្ធផលជាក់	លាក់	
នានា	ដ្លបានព្មព្ៀង	គ្នា	រវាង	 វបសអ	និង	 Sida	ដោយ	
ផ្តោត	លើការស្វជ្វ	ទទួល	បាន		ហិរញ្ញប្បទានពី	 Sida	 គឺ	
មានផ្ន្ក	 អភិបាលកិច្ចតាម	ប្ប	ប្ជាធិបត្យ្យ	 និង	កំណ្	
ទម្ង់	វិស័យសធារណៈ	 កំណើនសម្ប់គ្ប់គ្នា	 ការ	
ប្ប្ួល		អាកាសធាត៉	 ការអប់រំ	កម្ិត	ឧត្តមសិក្សា	 និង	ការ	
បណ្តុះ	បណ្តាល	វិជា្ជាជីវៈ។	ការបូកសរ៉ប	ពាក់	កណ្តាល	អាណត្តិ	
គ្ង		ធ្វើឡើងនៅច៉ងឆ្នា២ំ០១៣។	ម្យា៉ាងទៀត		 ក៏មាន	ពិភាក្សា	
ផងដ្រពី	យ៉ទ្ធសស្្តនានាដើម្បីបង្កើនភាពជាដ្គូ	រយៈព្ល	
វ្ង	 ជាមួយដ្គូអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ផ្ស្ងៗ	ស្បតាមគំរូរវាង	 វបសអ	
និង	Sida	សម្ប់ការស្វជ្វពាក់ព័ន្ធនឹង	គោលនយោបាយ	
ការ	អភិវឌ្ឍ		សមត្ថភាព	 និងការពងឹ្ងស្ថាប័ន។	 មួយ	ចំណ្ក	
ទៀត	 ទីភា្នាក់ងរ	ស្វសីដើម្បីសហប្តិបត្តកិារអភិវឌ្ឍន៍	 (SDC) 
ដ្ល			ទើប	ចូលមកពាក់ព័ន្ធក្នងុការងរអភិវឌ្ឍន៍	ប្ទ្ស				កម្ពជុា	បាន 
យល់ព្មផ្តល់ជំនួយគំទ្ស្នូលជាដំបូង	មួយ			ចំនួន		តូច		 ដល់	

វបសអ	 សម្ប់ឆ្នាំ២០១២-១៤	 ហើយ	រំពឹងថ	 នឹង	មាន		
កិច្ចសហការជាដ្គូរយៈព្លវ្ងកាន់ត្	រឹងប៉ឹងថ្មទៀត។

សន្និសីទចក្ខុវិស័យប្រទ្រសកម្ពុជាឆ្នាំ ២០១៣៖ 
សន្នសីិទចក្ខវិុស័យកម្ពជុាប្ចំាឆ្នាលំើកទី៧	ក្មកិច្ច	សហការ					 
ជាដ្គូរវាង	វបសអ	និង		ធនាគរ	ANZ	Royal	លើ	ប្ធានបទ 
"ការពងឹ្ង	អនាគត		ប្ទ្ស		កម្ពជុា-	ស្បៀងអាហារ	ថមពល	និង 
ធនធាន	ធម្មជាតិ"	បាន	ប្រព្ធ	ឡើង	នៅ	ភ្នព្ំញ	នៅ	ថ្ងទី្១៩	ក៉ម្ភៈ	 
២០១៣។	សម្តច្	នាយករដ្ឋមន្ត្	ីហ៉៊ន	ស្ន	បានផ្តល់	កិត្តយិស		 
ជាថ្មី	ទៀត	ដោយ	អញ្ជើញ		ចូលរួម	ជា	អធិបតី	និងថ្ល្ងស៉ន្ទរកថ		 
គន្លឹះ	បើក	សន្និសីទ	 ដ្លមាន	អ្នក			ចូល	រួម		ជាង	 ២៥០នាក់។	 
សន្នសីិទ	ចក្ខ	ុវិស័យ	ប្ទ្ស		កម្ពជុា	ឆ	្នា២ំ០១៣	ច្ក	ជា	ប្ធាន	បទ	 
តាម	វគ្គ	ដូចតទៅ៖	 ១)	 ការ	ពង្ឹង	អនាគតប្ទ្ស	កម្ពុជា	 -	 
សូចនាករ	ការរំពឹង	ទ៉ក	និង	អាទិភាព	គោលនយោបាយ	២)	ការ 
ពងឹ្ង		កំណើន			ប្កប			ដោយចីរភាពនៅកម្ពុជា៖	 ថមពល		 និង	 
ហ្ដា្ឋា		រចនា			សម្ព័ន្ធ	 ៣)	 សន្តិស៉ខ	ស្បៀង	 និង	ការ			អភិវឌ្ឍ	 
វិស័យ	កសិកម្ម៖	មូលដា្ឋាន	គ្ឹះ	ន្		កំណើន	សម្ប់		គ្ប់គ្នា	និង	 
ការអភិវឌ្ឍ	ប្កប	ដោយ	ចីរភាព	 និង	 ៤)	 អាទិភាព	ផ្នក្		គោល	 
នយោបាយ	និង		សកម្មភាព។	កម្មវិធី	បទបង្ហាញ	ឯកសរនានា	 
ន្សន្និសីទ	 និង		អត្ថបទ	សង្ខ្ប	ចក្ខុវិស័យ	ប្ទ្ស		កម្ពុជាឆ្នាំ 
២០១៣	 មានដាក់	នៅលើ	វ្បសយ	ន្	វ	ិទ្យា	ស្ថាន	 វបសអ។	 
អត្ថ	បទ			សង្ខ្ប		ចក្ខុវិស័យ	ប្ទ្សកម្ពុជាឆ្នាំ	២០១២	ដ្ល	មាន		 
បោះ	ព៉ម្ពជា	ភាសខ្ម្រ	 និងអង់គ្ល្ស	 ដើម្បី	ចាប់	យក			បញ្ហា			 
សំខាន់ៗ	 និង	អាទិភាព	គោល	នយោបាយ	ទទួល			បាន		ពី			 
សន្និសីទ		ចក្ខុវិស័យ	ប្ទ្ស	កម្ពុជា	ឆ្នាំ២០១២	 បានបោះព៉ម្ព				
ផ្សព្វផ្សាយ	ស្ប	ព្ល	ជាមួយ	កិច្ច	ប្		ជ៉ំ	កំពូល				អាស៊ាន		 ដ្ល		 
កម្ពុជា		ទទួល	វ្ន	ធ្វើជា		ប្ធាន	និង		ប្រព្ធ	ធ្វើ		នៅភ្នព្ំញ	នៅដើម	
ខ្ម្ស។	 ក្យ		ការ			ពិភាក្សា				រវាង	ប្ធានក្៉មប្ឹក្សាភិបាល	
នាយ	ក	ប្តិបត្ត	ិ			 វបសអ	 និង		អគ្គនាយក	ថ្ម	ីន្	ធនាគរ	 ANZ	
Royal	 មានការ	ច៉ះ		កិច្ច	ព្មព្ៀងលើ	ភាពជា		ដ្គូរយៈព្ល	បី	
ឆ្នា	ំថ្មមួីយ	 លើ	ជំនួយ			ទ្ទ្ង់		ដល់		សន្និសីទ		ចក្ខុវិស័យប្ចាំឆ្នាំ	
ពី	ឆ្នាំ២០១៣-១៥។

កម្មវិធី ReBUILD ៖ ការស្វជ្វដើម្បីការកសង	
ប្ព័ន្ធស៉ខាភិបាលអំណោយផល	ដល់	ជនក្ីក្	 ក្នុង	ព្ល		
ក	សង	ប្ទ្សឡើង	វិញ	បនា្ទាប់ពី	បានបញ្ចប់	ទំនាស់	 ដ្ល	
ជា	កិច្ច	សហការ	ស្វជ្វរវាង	 វបសអ	 និង	 Liverpool	
School	 of	 Tropical	 Medicine	 បានជឿន	លឿន		ទៅ		ម៉ខ	
យ៉ាង	ច្ើន។	 សកម្មភាពសំខាន់ៗ	ន្គម្ង		ស្វ	ជ្វ			
ទាំងបី		ក្នុងកម្មវិធីន្ះ	 រួមមាន	 ការទទួលបានការយល់ព្ម	
លើ	ផ្ន្ក	ក្ម	សីលធម៌	 ការអន៉វត្តសកល្បង	មួយ	ចំនួន	
ការប្មូលទិន្នន័យប្ភពទី២	 និងការរៀបចំ	ច៉ះសិក្សា	ដល់	
កន្ល្ង។	 ម្យា៉ាងទៀតក៏បានធ្វើការពិភាក្សា	ជាមួយ	អ្នក	សម្ប	
សម្ួល			នៅ	ប្ទ្សអង់គ្ល្ស	និងធ្វើការប្ជ៉ំពិគ្ះ	យោ	បល់	
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សិកា្ខាសលាបណ្តុះបណ្តាលលើការវាយតម្ល្បញ្ហាតាមប្ទ្ស	ដ្ល	ជា	យ៉
ទ្ធសស្ត្សំដៅកំណត់ឧបសគ្គចម្បងៗដល់សកម្មភាពស្ដ្ឋកិច្ច	និងគោល	
នយោបាយជំរ៉ញកំណើន	និងកាត់បន្ថយភាពក្ីក្
ADB-CDRI training workshop on Country Diagnostics, a strategy aimed at 
identifying the most binding constraints on economic activity and the set of  policies 
most likely to deliver growth and poverty reduction, CDRI, April 2012

ស្ត្ីមានតួនាទីប្សើរឡើងក្នុងការគ្ប់គ្ងធារាសស្ត្	និងការ នឹង 
ការ	ប្ប្ួល	អាកាសធាត៉
Women are taking a greater role in local irrigation management and climate 
change adaptation, Kratie province, October 2012
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ជា	មួយ	ក្សួង	ស៉ខាភិបាល	ដើម្បីពង្ឹង	កិច្ចសហប្តិ	បត្តិការ	
រវាង	ក្៉មស្វជ្វ	និង	អ្នកពាក់ព័ន្ធ។

ការប្រយុទ្ធប្រឆំង ការប្រើពលកម្មកុមារនៅ 
កម្ពុជា មាន	បំណង			ជួយ	គំទ្		ដល់		ការ		កាត់	បន្ថយ		កមា្លាំង			 
ពលកម្ម				ក៉មារ	ក្នុង	វិស័យ			 កសិកម្ម	 ន្សទ	 វារីវប្បកម្ម	  
	ស្វា		បម្ើ			តាម	ផ្ទះ	 និង	ពលកម្ម		ក្នុង		វ	ិស័យ						ដទ្			ទៀត	 តាម	
រយៈ			ការ			បង្កើន		លទ្ធភាព	ក៉មារ	 ដើម្បី	ទទួល	បានការ	អប់រំ		
ប្កប					ដោយ				គ៉ណភាព	និង	ឱកាស		បណ្តុះ		បណ្តាល	ការ	លើក		
កម្ពស់		ជីវភាពមានចីរភាព		ល្អ	ន្ក្៉ម	គ្ួសរ			របស់		ក៉មារ	 និង	 
កា	 រ		បង្កើនលទ្ធភាពបាន		ទទួល	ផលពី	កម្មវិធី		គំពារ	សង្គម	ដ្ល	 
ជួយឲ្យគ្ួសរអាចច្ញផ៉តពី		 ស្ថានភាព	ត្ូវពឹង		ផ្អ្ក			លើ				 
កមា្លាំង	ពលកម្ម	ក៉មារ	។	គម្ង	ដ្ល				ទទួលបាន	ហិរញ្ញប្បទាន		
បន្តពី	 អង្គការទស្សនៈ	ពិភព	លោក	ន្ះ	 គ្ង	ចាប់	អន៉វត្ត	 
ពី	ច៉ង	ខ្		ធ្នូ	២០១២	ដល់		វិច្ឆិកា	២០១៦។

គម្រងការ ពង្រងឹអភិបាលកិច្ច ធនធាន ជលផល  
(STARGO)	បានចប់រួចរាល់	ដោយមាន	កិច្ច		សន្ទនា	ថ្នាក់ជាតិ	
លើក	ច៉ង		ក្យមួយ	ស្តីពី	 "គំនិតច្ន្	ប្ឌិត	ថ្មី	នៅ		មូលដា្ឋាន	
ដើម្បី	ជួយទ្ទ្ង់ដល់អភិបាលកិច្ចធន	ធាន	ជល	ផល	នៅ	បឹង	 
ទន្ល្សប"		បានធ្វើ	ឡើងនៅថ្ង្ទី១៩	ធ្នូ	២០១២។	កិច្ច	សន្ទនា	 
ន្ះ	 ឆ្លុះបញ្ចាំងពី	លទ្ធ	ផល	ន្គំនិតច្ន្ប្ឌិត	ថ្មី	នៅ	មូលដា្ឋាន 
ការត្ួតពិនិត្យនិងវាយតម្ល្ពីប្តិបត្តិការ	ការបណ្តុះ	បណ្តាល				 
ពីការកសងសន្តិភាព	និង			ដោះ	ស្យ			ទំនាស់		ទាក	់ទង	នឹងការ 
ន្សទ	និង	ករណីសិក្សា	ពីអភិបាល	កិច្ច	ការ		ន្	សទ	ដ្លសំដៅ	 
ស្វង្	យល់ពី	ផលប៉ះពាល់	ន្	កំណ្	ទម្ង់អភិបាលកិច្ច	ធនធាន	 
ជលផល	នៅបឹងទន្ល្សប	និង	ភាពជំពាក់ទាក់ទង	ផ្ន្ក	គោល	
នយោ	បាយ	។

គម្រងការបន្រសំានឹងការប្រប្រលួ អាកាស ធាតុ 
និងជីវភាពរស់នៅក្នុងបរិបទ ន្រ កំណើន  សម្រប់ 
គ្រប់គា្នា៖ ការត្ួត	ពិនិត្យ	ពី		ផល	ប៉ះពាល់	ន្ការ	ប្ប្ួល	
អាកាសធាត៉	 និង	សមត្ថភាព	សម្ប	ខ្លួន	នៅកម្ពុជា	 មាន	 
គោល	ដៅ	 កំណត់ពី	ផលប៉ះ	ពាល់			ន្ការ	ប្ប្ួល	អាកាស			ធាត៉	
និង	ភាពជំពាក់ទាក់ទង	នឹង		 វិស័យ	កសិកម្ម	 ធនធាន				ធម្មជាតិ	 
និង		ជីវភាពរស់នៅ	។	 ការសិក្សាន្ះ	 បាន	បង្ហាញ	ពី	ចនោ្លាះ	
ប្ហោង	ដ្លត្ូវការស្វជ្វ	បន្ថ្ម	ដូចជា	គោល	គំនិត	ន្ 
កំណើនសម្ប់គ្ប់គ្នា	 និង	ទំនាក់		ទំនង		រវាង	វិស័យកសិកម្ម	  
និងជីវភាពរស់នៅ។	ការ	សិក្សា	ន្ះ	បានកំណត់	ពីបញ្ហា	សំខាន់ៗ		 
ទាក់ទងនឹង	ការ	ប្ប្ួល	អាកាសធាត៉	 និង	ដាក់		បញ្ចូល	វា		ទៅ 
ក្នុងគម្ង	ស្វជ្វ	បី	ដ្លគ្ង	អន៉វត្ត	ពីឆ្នាំ២០១៣	ដល់	
២០១៥។	 លទ្ធផល	សិក្សា	 ត្ូវបានបោះព៉ម្ពផ្សាយនៅក្នុង	
ឯកសរ		ពិភាក្សា	និង	ទស្សនា	វដ្តី		អភិវឌ្ឍន៍កម្ពុជា។

គម្រងយ្រនឌ័រ និងអភិបាលកិច្ចទឹក៖ តួនាទី 
		ស្្តីក្នុងការគ្ប់គ្ងទឹកស្ចស្ព	 និងការ	អភិវឌ្ឍ	ក្នុង		 
បរិបទ			ន្ការ	ប្ប្ួល	អាកាសធាត៉	 បាន	បង្ហាញ		ព		ី	តួនាទី	
យ្នឌ័រ	 តម្ូវការ	 និងឧបសគ្គផ្ស្ងៗក្នុង	ផលិត	កម្ម			កសិកម្ម	 
អភិបាលកិច្ចទឹក	 និងគោលនយោបាយ	 នឹង		ការ	ប្ប្ួល	 
អាកាសធាត៉។	 ការសិក្សា	ន្ះ	សំដៅ	ស្វ្ង	រក		ឱកាស	 និង 
យ៉ទ្ធសស្ត្			ដើម្បីដោះស្យ	បញ្ហា	ប្ឈម	ផ្ស្ងៗ	 ដ្ល 
ស្ត្ីជួបប្ទះ	 ដោយ	ព្យាយម				ដាក់	បញ្ចូលបញ្ហា	 សមភាព	
យ្នឌ័រ	 និង	ការ	ផ្តល់សិទ្ធិ		អំណច	ឲ្យស្ត្ីទៅក្នុងសកម្មភាព	
គោលនយោបាយ	 និង	អន្តរាគមន៍	ផ្តោតចំ	គោលដៅនានា	
ដើម្បី		លើកកម្ពស់	សន្តិស៉ខ	 និងជីវភាពរស់នៅរបស់ស្ត្ី	 តាម	 
រយៈ	 យ៉ទ្ធសស្ត្	ពង្ឹង	ភាព	ធន់ទ្ំ	នឹង	អាកាសធាត៉	 និង	
បង្កើត		ប្ក់	ចំណូល	 និង	ការ	បំបាត់ឧបសគ្គ	នានា	ដ្ល	រារាំង	
ដល់	ផលិតកម្ម			កសិកម្ម។	 លទ្ធផល	ស្វជ្វ	ឋម	មួយចំនួន	

សិប្បកម្មតាមប្ព្ណី	
ជួយសម្ចបានកំណើន		
មានចីរភាព		និងធន់ទ្ំ	នឹង	
វិបត្តិផ្ស្ងៗ
Traditional handicrafts 
can help achieve sustained 
and resilient growth that is 
inclusive, Takeo province, 
February 2012  
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គណៈកមា្មាធិការដឹកនាំការងរ	
បានស្នើឲ្យក្៉មចំណប់អារម្មណ៍	
ស្វជ្វដើរតួនាទីនាំម៉ខក្នុង	
វ្ទិកាស្វជ្វអភិវឌ្ឍន៍	
ជំហានទី២
The DRF Steering Committee 
has asked the Research Interest 
Groups to take a leading role in 
DRF Phase II,  Phnom Penh, 
May 2012 

បាន		យក		មក	ធ្វើបទ	បង្ហាញ	និង	ផ្សព្វផ្សាយក្នងុវ្ទិកា	ស្វ	ជ្វ				 
អភិវឌ្ឍន៍	 និង	សិកា្ខា	សលា	ពិគ្ះ	យោបល់	មួយ។	 លទ្ធផល		 
ស្វ	ជ្វ		លំអិត	នឹងមាន	បោះ	ព៉ម្ព	ផ្សាយជា	ឯកសរពិភាក្សា។

គម្រងការលើកកម្ពស់អភិបាលកិច្ច ទឹក និង 
ការ បន្រសាំនឹងការប្រប្រួលអាកាសធាតុនៅកម្ពុជា 
មាន	គោលដៅ	ស្វង្	យល់បន្ថម្ពី	ទំនាក់ទំនងន្បម្	បមួ្ល		 
ផ្ន្កជលសស្ត្	 និងប្ព័ន្ធអ្កូឡូស៉ីបង្កឡើងដោយ	ការ	
ប្ប្ួល		អាកាស	ធាត៉	 និងផលប៉ះពាល់ន្សកម្មភាព	មន៉ស្ស	 
	ទៅលើជីវភាពរស់នៅក្នងុតំបន់បឹងទន្លស្ប	ព្ម	ទំាង	ក្លំអ	 
វិធីសស្្ត		 ដើម្បី	ដាក់បញ្ចូលលទ្ធផល	ទាំង		នោះ	ទៅក្នុង	គោល	 
នយោបាយ	និងក្បខ័ណ្ឌផ្នការរបស់	កម្ពុជា។	ក្នុងព្លថ្មីៗ 
ន្ះ	ក៉្មស្វជ្វបានច៉ះសិក្សាដល់	កន្លង្		ដើម្បី	ផ្តល់	ព័ត៌មាន	 
ដល់ដ្គូនៅមូលដា្ឋាន	 	អំពី	ការ		អន៉វត្ត		គម្ង	 និងបាន	ជួប	 
ពិភាក្សាជាមួយ	មន្ទីរ	ជំនាញ	ខ្ត្ត	 និង	អង្គការសហគមន៍	ជា	
ច្ើនក្នុង	តំបន់	គ្ង		ច៉ះ	សិក្សា។	 នា	បច្ចុប្បន្ន	 មានការសិក្សា 
តូចៗ	ប្ំ	កំព៉ង	រៀបចំ		ឡើង	ក្ម		ប្ធាន		បទ	 ១)	 ការពិនិត្យ	 
ពី	ចនោ្លាះ	ខ្វះខាត	ផ្ន្ក		ចំណ្ះដឹង			 ទាក់	ទង	នឹង	ការ	ប្ប្ួល	 
អាកាសធាត៉	 ២)	 ការវិភាគពីការ	ប្ប្ួល	ផ្ន្ក		ជលសស្ត្		  
	ក្នុងអន៉តំបន់	ដ្ន	រង	ទឹក	ភ្លៀងបី	 នៅតំបន់បឹង	ទន្ល្សប	 ៣)	 
ការវាយ	តម្លពី្	ប្សិទ្ធភាពន្	គោល	នយោបាយ		មាន	ស្ប់	និង	 
ការរៀបចំ	ស្ថាប័ន	សម្ប់		អភិបាល		កិច្ចទឹក	នៅកមិ្ត	មូលដា្ឋាន	
និងខ្ត្ត	 និង	ការ	កំណត់		ដំណោះស្យ	ត្ូវអន៉វត្ត	 ដើម្បី		ភ្ជិត	
ចនោ្លាះ	ខ្វះ	ខាត	ដ្ល		បាន	រកឃើញ	៤)	ការកសង	សមត្ថភាព	
(សម្ប់ប៉គ្គលិក			វិជា្ជាជីវៈ	 និងសហគមន៍មូលដា្ឋាន)	 និង	 
៥)	យ៉ទ្ធសស្្ត		ផ្សព្វផ្សាយ	ព័ត៌មាន។

ADBI ASEAN 2030៖	 របាយការណ៍	ច៉ងក្យ	សម្ប់	
គម្ង	អាស៊ានឆ្នាំ២០៣០	ជំហានទី១	ស្តីពី	"កំណើនទាំង	
អស់	គ្នាដើម្បីវិប៉លភាពស្ដ្ឋកិច្ច	 -	 បញ្ហាប្ឈម៖	 ព័ត៌មាន	

ទូទៅ	ពី	ប្ទ្សកម្ពុជា"	 បានប្គល់ជូន	 វិទ្យាស្ថាន	ធនាគរ	
អភិវឌ្ឍន៍	អាស៉ី	 (ADBI)	ហើយគម្ងជំហានទី២	 រឹពឹងថ	
នឹង	ចាប់ផ្តើមនៅដើមឆ្នាំ២០១៣។

វ្រទិកាស្រវជ្រវអភិវឌ្រឍន៍ (DRF) ជំហាន 
ទី២ ឆ្នាំ២០១២-១៥៖ បនា្ទាប់ពីវ្ទិកា	ស្វជ្វ			អភិវឌ្ឍន៍	 
ជំហានទី១	 ឆ្នាំ២០០៨-១១	 បាន	ចប់	ប្កប	ដោយ		ជោគជ័យ	 
វ្ទិកាស្វជ្វអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ជំហាន	ទី២	 បាន	ចាប់ផ្តើម		ការងរ	 
នៅខ្មីនា	 ២០១២	 ហើយគ្ង	បញ្ចប់	នៅ	ខ្	មិថ៉នា	
២០១៥	 ដោយមា	នជំនួយ	គំទ្ពី	 មជ្ឈ	មណ្ឌល	ស្វជ្វ		
អភិវឌ្ឍន៍	អន្តរជាតិ	កាណដា	 (IDRC)។	 វិទ្យាស្ថាន	 វបសអ	
ជាអ្នកសម្បសម្ួល	 DRF	 ជំហាន	ទី២		 ន្ះ	 ដោយ	រួម		
សហការជាដ្គូជាមួយ	 សមាគម	ស្ដ្ឋកិច្ច		កម្ពុជា	 (CEA)	
ឧត្តម		ក្៉ម	ប្ឹក្សា		ស្ដ្ឋកិច្ច	ជាតិ	 (SNEC)	 វិទ្យាស្ថាន	ជាតិ	
ស៉ខភាព	សធារណៈ	 (NIPH)	 សកល	វិទ្យាល័យ	កសិកម្ម		
(RUA)	 សកលវិទ្យាល័យ	ភូមិន្ទ	ភ្នំព្ញ	 (RUPP)	 និង	
វិទ្យាស្ថាន				សិក្សាស្វជ្វ	 និង	បណ្តុះ	បណ្តាល	 (LI)។	
សមាសធាត៉			សំខាន់ៗ	ក្នុង	 DRF	 ជំហានទី២	 រួម	មាន	 ក្៉ម	
ចំណប់		អារម្មណ៍	ស្វជ្វចំនួន	 ៦	 និង	 វ្ទិកា	 ICT។	 
លទ្ធផល		សម្ចបាន	នៅឆ្នាំទី១	 	រួមមាន	 សិកា្ខា	សលា			
ស្វ		ជ្វ		ចំនួន	 ១០	 កិច្ចប្ជ៉ំត៉មូលចំនួន	 ៣	 កម្មវិធី	បណ្តុះ	
បណ្តាល	ការស្វជ្វ	ចំនួន	២	ដ្ល	រៀបចំ	ឡើង	ដោយ			ក្៉ម 
ចំណប់អារម្មណ៍ស្វជ្វ	 និងសន្និសីទ	ប្ចាំឆ្នាំលើក	ទី៥	
នៅខ្ត៉លា	 ២០១២។	 អត្ថបទ		ស្វជ្វល្អៗបំផ៉ត	ក្នុង	
ចំណោម	ការស្វជ្វជាង	 ៦០	អត្ថបទ	 ដ្លបាន	យកមក	 
បង្ហាញ	ពិភាក្សា	និងច្ករំល្ក	នៅក្នុង		សិកា្ខាសលា	កិច្ចប្ជ៉ំ		 
គោល	នយោបាយត៉មូល	 និង		សន្និសីទ	នោះ	 នឹងត្ូវជ្ើស	
យក		មកបោះព៉ម្ព	ផ្សាយ	ជា	 ឯកសរ	ផ្ន្ក	គោលនយោបាយ	
និង			ឯក	សរ		សំយោគ	ក្នុង	ឆ្នាំ២០១៣។
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បណ្តាញវិភាគអភិវឌ្រឍន៍ មហា អនុ តំបន់ ម្រគង្គ  
(GMS-DAN)៖ ដោយមានជំនួយគំទ្ពី	មូលនិធិ	Rockefeller	 
និង	មជ្ឈមណ្ឌល	 IDRC	 សម្ប់	ឆ្នាំ២០១១-១៤	 កម្មវិធ ី
GMS-DAN	 9	 មានរយៈព្ល	បីឆ្នាំ		ន្ះ	 នឹងគ្ប		ដណ្តប់			 
លើ		ការសិក្សាស្វជ្វពីរ	ពាក់	ព័ន្ធ			គ្នា។	 ការសិក្សា						ជំហាន	
ទី១	 (ពីខ្មីនា	 ២០១២	 ដល់	 ក៉ម្ភៈ	 ២០១៣)	ធ្វើការ		វាយ	
តម្ល្	ពី	លក្ខណៈសម្ប់	គ្ប់គ្នា			ន្			កំណើន			ក្នុង	 GMS។	 	ការ	
សិក្សា	ជំហានទី២	 (ខ្មីនា	២០១២	ដល់	 វិច្ឆិកា	២០១៤)	
ផ្តោតលើ	គោលនយោបាយជាតិ	 និង		ការ	ផ្លាស់ប្តូរ			ផ្ន្ក		ស្ថាប័ន	
ដ៏ចាំបាច់ៗ	 ដើម្បីមានកំណើន		សម្ប់	គ្ប់	គ្នា	ក្នុង	 GMS។	
សិកា្ខាសលា		បច្ច្ក	ទ្ស	ពីរ	 បានធ្វើឡើងនៅខ្	មីនា	 និង	
សីហា	 ២០១២	 ដើម្បី	ពិភាក្សា	ពី	វិធី	សស្្ត	ស្វជ្វ	 និង	
លទ្ធផល			ដំបូងៗន្	ការស្វជ្វ	ជំហាន	ទី១	 ហើយ	សិកា្ខា	
សលា		មួយទៀត		 គ្ង	រៀបចំ	ឡើង	ក្នុង	ខ្មករា	 ២០១៣	
ដើម្បី	បង្ហាញរបាយការណ៍	ព្ងច៉ងក្យ	អំពីគម្ងន្ះ។

គម្រងអភិបាលកិច្ច វិមជ្រឈការ និង 
វិសហមជ្រឈការ៖ នៅខ្ត៉លា		 ២០១២	 កម្មវិធី	
អភិបាលកិច្ច		តាមប្បប្ជាធិបត្យ្យន្វិទ្យាស្ថាន	 វបសអ	
បាន			បើកសិកា្ខាសលាពិភាក្សា	 និងផ្សព្វផ្សាយព័ត៌មាន	
ស្វ	ជ្វ			មួយនៅខ្ត្តក្ច្ះ	 ដើម្បីផ្សព្វផ្សាយនូវលទ្ធផល	
ស្វជ្វសំខាន់ៗស្តីពីអភិបាលកិច្ច	 និងកំណត់	អាទិភាព		 
ស្វជ្វទៅអនាគត។	 សិកា្ខាសលាន្ះ	 មានការចូលរួមពី	 
មន្ត្ី	រាជការក្នុងមូលដា្ឋានចំនួន	 ២៨០នាក់	 មកពី	 ៥ខ្ត្ត	  
នៅ			ភាគ	ឦស	ន		 គឺមាន	 ខ្ត្តព្ះវិហារ	 ខ្ត្តស្ទឹងត្ង	
ខ្ត្តរតនគិរី	 ខ្ត្តមណ្ឌលគិរី	 និង	 ខ្ត្តក្ច្ះ	 ព្មទាំង	
ប៉គ្គលិកមកពីក្សួងមហាផ្ទ្	និងតំណង	មកពីដ្គូអភិវឌ្ឍន៍	
និង	អង្គការ		សង្គម	ស៉ីវិល	នានា។

ការបញ្ចប់កម្មវិធីកសងសន្តិភាព និង បណ្តុះ 
បណ្តាលពី ការដោះស្រយទំនាស់របស់  វបសអ៖ 
កម្មវិធី		បណ្តុះបណ្តាលន្ះបាន	បញ្ចប់	ជា	ផ្លូវការ	 បនា្ទាប់ពី	
កិច្ច	ប្ឹងប្ងយ៉ាងយូរមិនបានជោគជ័យ	 ដើម្បី	ស្វ្ងរក		
ធន	ធាន		មក		ទ្ទ្ង់កម្មវិធី។	 ពិធី	សំដ្ង		ការសទរ	 និង	 
អំណរ			គ៉ណ	 ចំពោះ	សមិទ្ធផល	ន្	កម្មវិធីន្ះ	 និង		អ្នកបណ្តុះ	
បណ្តាល	ក្នុងកម្មវិធី	 បាន	ប្រព្ធនៅវិទ្យាស្ថាន	 វបសអ	 នាថ្ង្	
ទី២១	 សីហា	 ដោយមាន	ការចូលរួមពី	 លោកស្ី	 Eva	
Mysliviec	អតីតនាយកប្តិបត្តិ	និង	ជាស្ថាបនិក	ន្វិទ្យាស្ថាន	
វបសអ	លោក	ឱក	ស្រី	សោភ័ក្ត្	អតីត	អ្នក	សម្ប	សម្ួល 
ន្	មជ្ឈមណ្ឌល	ដើម្បី		សន្តិភាព	និង	ការ	អភិវឌ្ឍ	និងអ្នកសម្ប	 
សម្ួលកម្មវិធី	 COPCEL	 ន្	វិទ្យាស្ថាន	 វបសអ	 ព្មទាំង	
អ្នកពាក់ព័ន្ធ	នានា	 	មកពី	សហគមន៍	ផ្ន្ក	ដោះស្យ		ទំនាស់	
និងកសងសន្តិភាព។	 វិទ្យាស្ថាន	 វបសអ	 នឹងបន្ត	ធ្វើការ	
ស្វជ្វ	ពី	បញ្ហាន្ះទៀត	នៅព្ល	មាន	ឱកាសជាថ្មី។

វិទ្រយាស្ថានធនធានអភិវឌ្រឍន៍មីយ៉ាន់មា៉ា (MDRI)៖  
វិទ្យាស្ថាន	 វបសអ	 បានទទួលស្វាគមន៍លោក	ឯក	អគ្គរដ្ឋទូត	
Thaung	Tun	នាយកប្តិបត្តិន្វិទ្យាស្ថាន	ធនធាន	អភិវឌ្ឍន៍	 
មីយ៉ាន់មា៉ា	 (MDRI)	 ក្នុងឋានៈជា	ភ្ញៀវកិត្តិយស	ពិស្ស		 ន្	
វ្ទិកា	ស្វជ្វអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ឆ្នាំ២០១២	 នៅ	ភ្នំព្ញ	 កាល		ពី	
ថ្ង្	ទី២២-២៣	 ត៉លា	 កន្លងទៅ។	 ទស្សនកិច្ចន្ះ	 បាន		ផ	្តល់		 
ឱកាសឲ្យវិទ្យាស្ថាន	 វបសអ	 និង	 MDRI	 ច្ក	រំល្ក	បទ	
ពិសោធន៍	គ្នា	 និងពិចារណ	ពីវិធី		ផ្ស្ងៗ	ដ្លស្ថាប័ន	ទាំង	ពីរ	 
អាច	ធ្វើការរួមគ្នាទៅ	អនាគត។	ការធ្វើ	ទស្សនកិច្ច	ទៅ	វិញ	ទៅមក	 
			រវាង	វ	ិទ្យា	ស្ថាន	 វបសអ	 និង	 MDRI	 ដើម្បី	ពង្ឹង	ភាព	ជា		ដ្គូ	 
គ្ង	ធ្វើឡើង	នៅដើមឆ្នា២ំ០១៣	និងទទួល	បាន	ជំនួយ	គំទ្ពី	 
ទី	ភា្នាក់ងរ	ស្វីសដើម្បីសហប្តិបត្តិការអភិវឌ្ឍន៍	(SDC)។
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លោកស្ីស្ថាបនិក	និងអតីតនាយិកា	
វបសអ	ប្គល់ប័ណ្ណទទួលស្គាល់	
លទ្ធផល		ការងរ	ល្អប្សើរ	ន្		
កម្មវិធីកសងសន្តិភាព	និង	
ដោះស្យ	ទំនាស់	 
CDRI founder and former executive 
director presenting a Certificate 
of  Good Achievement to the team 
leader at the ceremony concluding 
CDRI’s Peace Building and Conflict 
Resolution Training Programme, 
CDRI, August 2012
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Major Projects in 2012-13

No Project Description

1 Neo-patrimonial State: Implications for Development analyses the links between neo-patrimonialism and 
development in Cambodia and the extent to which neo-patrimonialism facilitates development.

2 Sub-national Civil Society-State Relationship uncovers how civil society has interacted with the state at sub-national 
level, especially since decentralisation reform.

3 Water Governance and Climate Change looks at the current situation of water resources governance in the Tonle 
Sap Basin in the context of a changing climate. 

4 Education and D&D investigates how, since the decentralisation reforms, local participation has improved basic 
education in Cambodia. 

5 Youth and D&D looks at youth participation in local decision making, especially in the context of decentralisation 
reform in Cambodia.

6 Inclusive Growth and Regional Integration in the GMS assesses the inclusiveness of growth in the Greater Mekong 
Sub-region.

Tonle Sap children on the way to school: Decentralisation reform has improved access to primary education in hard-to-reach areas, Kompong Thom province,  
January 2012
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Projects

7 Inclusive Growth assesses whether current economic performance is inclusive and identifies key binding 
constraints to growth focussing on diversification, employment, trade and  small and medium enterprises. 

8 The Global Financial Crisis and Vulnerability in Cambodia captures the impacts of the crisis at macro, sectoral, 
community and particularly household levels in terms of income, consumption, employment and assets; 
identifies vulnerability to poverty; examines household risk-coping strategies in response to external shocks; and 
importantly, contributes to the design of social protection instruments. 

9 Levels and Sources of Household Income in Rural Cambodia 2012 measures the levels and sources of rural 
household incomes in 2004-2012.

The commune 
plays a major role 
in sub-national 
civil society-state 
relationships, Siem 
Reap province, 
October 2012

Small businesses 
allowed many 
households to 
overcome the 

hardship caused 
by the global 
financial and 

economic crisis, 
Phnom Penh 

northern suburb, 
September 2012 
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10 ASEAN 2030: Cambodia Background Paper overviews Cambodia’s socio-economic development to date, its 
outlook and imperatives for the future, its regional context, and the challenges and policy responses that will 
need to be considered as Cambodia moves forward. 

11 Development Research Forum, a partnership of CDRI, Cambodian Economic Association (CEA), The Learning 
Institute (LI), National Institute of Public Health (NIPH), Royal University of Agriculture (RUA), Royal University 
of Phnom Penh (RUPP) and Supreme National Economic Council (SNEC) aims to build a “research culture” and 
bridge the research-policy gap in Cambodia.

12 Strengthening Aquatic Resources Governance (STARGO) in the Tonle Sap Lake helps to build resilient livelihoods 
among poor rural producers, generating gains in nutrition, income, welfare and human security and reducing the 
likelihood of social conflict.

13 Climate Change Adaptation and Livelihoods in Cambodia understands the vulnerability and adaption capacity of local 
people in rural Cambodia.

14 Gender and Water Governance: Irrigation Management and Development in the Context of Climate Change creates 
understanding of the role of gender mainstreaming in water resources and irrigation use and management 
against the special challenges posed by climate change impacts.

15 China Goes Global: A Comparative Study of Chinese Hydropower Dams in Africa and Asia explores the environmental, 
social, economic and political impacts of China’s involvement in Cambodia’s  hydropower sector. 

16 Improving Water Governance and Climate Change Adaptation in Cambodia tackles the need for more research on 
livelihood implications of hydrological and ecosystem changes in the Tonle Sap Basin and the need for better 
ways of integrating these findings into Cambodia’s policy and planning framework.

17 Impact of Contract Farming on Smallholder Livelihoods analyses the constraints to improving contract farming in 
Cambodia.

18 Impact Assessment of the CARF-Funded Project assesses the impact of CARF research grants to inform ACIAR 
project design for future CARF projects in Cambodia. 
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Chinese companies have invested heavily in hydropower projects in Cambodia, Kampot province, September 2012
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Projects

A mother can easily take her baby to the local health centre, but to be really pro-poor the rural health system needs to be strengthened to increase access to more and 
better quality services, Takeo province, February 2012 

19 Mid-line Follow-up Study under the Demand for Good Governance Project of ACF analyses AC services to reshape the 
ACF’s operational strategy. 

20 USAID-HARVEST Programme Baseline Assessment Study collected baseline information on food security, child 
nutrition and gender in agriculture in HARVEST programme areas for future impact evaluation. 

21 Developing Agricultural Policies for Rice-based Farming Systems in the Middle Mekong analyses current agricultural 
strategies, policy process and policy to improve agricultural policies for rice-based farming systems in Cambodia, 
taking account of trends in Thailand and Vietnam. 

22 Research for Building Pro-poor Health Systems During Recovery from Conflict ReBUILD consists of three projects: 
(i) Impact of Health Financing Policy Change on Patterns of Poor Household Expenditure for Healthcare in 
Cambodia: Analysis of Household Health Expenditure, (ii) Policies to Attract and Retain Health Workers in Rural 
Areas, and (iii) The Change Process in Contracting Arrangements within the Cambodian Health Sector.

23 Knowledge,  Attitude and Practice (KAP) Survey on Sanitation and Hygiene examines household knowledge, attitude 
and practice regarding sanitation and hygiene, particularly hand washing habits, access to toilet/latrine and safe 
drinking water.

24 Critical Incident Inquiry: Cambodians Negotiating Gender Norms seeks to understand how and why Cambodian 
men and women negotiate and resist social gender norms, to identify social structures, institutions and other 
factors that facilitate the exercise of agency and negotiations of gender norms, and to recommend how external 
interventions can facilitate and catalyse Cambodian women and men to negotiate gender norms to resist gender 
discrimination and stop gender-based violence.

25 Higher Education Governance in Cambodia: Its Structure and Core Issues maps the governance structure of the higher 
education system in Cambodia and identifies core issues and possible policy options to respond to these issues.

26 Matching Labour Supply and Market Demand identifies the current supply and demand for labour in Cambodia. 

27 Verification of Sanitation Outcomes in Cambodia verifies iDE’s monitoring data and the methods used to collect 
information by surveying a random sample of households and businesses already surveyed by iDE, analyses the 
results and iDE’s monitoring system, and makes recommendations for improvements.
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Our Partners
Effective partnerships are critical to the success of 
CDRI’s development work. In 2012–13, CDRI worked 
in partnership with the following local institutions, 
multilateral and bilateral development agencies and 
other institutions to achieve its objectives: 

Government - National, Provincial and Local
Cambodia National Mekong Committee 
Cambodian Mine Action Authority (CMAA) 
Council for Agriculture and Rural Development 
(CARD)

Council for the Development of Cambodia (CDC)
Fisheries Authority (FiA)
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
Ministry of Commerce 
Ministry of Economy and Finance 
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport
Ministry of Environment
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Interior 
Ministry of Labour and   Vocational Training  
Ministry of Planning 
Ministry of Public Works and Transport
Ministry of Rural Development 
Ministry of Tourism 
Ministry of Water Resources and Meteorology
Ministry of Women’s Affairs 
National AIDS Authority

National Bank of Cambodia
National Committee for Sub-national Democratic 
Development (NCDD)

National Institute of Public Health (NIPH)
National Institute of Statistics
National League of Communes/Sangkats
Office of the Council of Ministers (OCM) 
Sub-national Administration 
Supreme National Economic Council (SNEC)
Tonle Sap Authority (TSA)

Other Local Partners
Analysing Development Issues Centre (ADIC)
ANZ Royal Bank (Cambodia) Ltd.
Arbitration Council Foundation (ACF)
Cambodia Agriculture Value Chain Programme 
(CAVAC)

Cambodian Economic Association (CEA)
Cambodia Electronic Information for Libraries 
(Cam-eIFL)

Committee to Promote Women in Politics and 
affiliated organisations

Commune Council Support Project 
Cooperation Committee for Cambodia (CCC)
Institute of Technology of Cambodia (ITC)
Learning Institute (LI)
MEDiCAM
NGO Forum on Cambodia

A representative of  the 
Analysing Development 
Issues Center (ADIC), a 
CDRI partner, is leading 
a focus group discussion 
as part of  the STARGO 
project, Kompong Thom 
province, January 2012 
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Partners

Royal University of Agriculture (RUA)
Royal University of Phnom Penh (RUPP) 
Save Cambodia Wildlife (SCW)
The Asia Foundation
Working Group Partnership on Decentralisation and 
its affiliate organisations

International Development Agencies
Asian Development Bank (ADB)
Australian Agency for International Development 
(AusAID)

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, USA
Department for International Development (DfID), 
UK

German International Cooperation (GIZ) 
International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 
Canada

International Monetary Fund (IMF)
Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction
Plan International 
Rockefeller Foundation, USA
Swedish International Development Cooperation 
Agency (Sida)

Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation 
(SDC)

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 
United Nations Economic and Social Commission 
for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP)/ARTNeT 

United Nations Inter-Agency Project
United Nations Research Institute for Social 
Development, Switzerland

United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID)

United States Department of Labor, Bureau of 
International Labor Affairs

World Bank
WorldFish 

Other International Partners
ASEAN+3 Macroeconomic Research Office (AMRO)
Asian Development Bank Institute (ADBI) 
Australian Centre for International Agricultural 
Research (ACIAR) 

Centre for International Forestry Research, 
Indonesia

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), China 
Copenhagen University
Danish Centre for Forest, Landscape and Planning, 
Denmark

East Asian Development Network (EADN), 
Philippines

Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) 
Electronic Information for Libraries (eIFL), Italy 
Institute of Development Studies (IDS), UK 
International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) 
International Fund for Agricultural Development 
(IFAD), Italy

Institute of Southeast Asian Studies (ISEAS), 
Singapore

International Institute for Sustainable Development, 
Canada

Korea Development Institute (KDI), Korea 

A Swedish parliamentary delegation and the Swedish ambassador to Cambodia visited CDRI to learn about its research programmes’ relevance to Cambodia’s 
development, CDRI, January 2012
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AusAID Counsellor 
in Cambodia and 
her delegation visited 
CDRI to explore 
future partnership, 
CDRI, July 2012

Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, 
UK
Mekong Programme on Water 
Environment and Resilience 
(M-POWER)

Mekong River Commission (MRC) 
Secretariat 

Michigan State University (MSU), USA
North-South Institute, Canada
Overseas Development Institute 
(ODI), UK

Philippine Institute for Development 
Studies (PIDS), Philippines 

Queen Margaret University, UK
School of Oriental and African Studies 
(SOAS), University of London

Stockholm Environment Institute, 
Sweden
Swedish International Centre for Local Democracy 
(ICLD), Sweden

University of Sydney, Australia
World Trade Organisation (WTO)
World Vision 

Greater Mekong Sub-region Development 
Analysis Network (GMS-DAN) 

Central Institute for Economic Management (CIEM), 
Vietnam

Faculty of Management and Economics, Kunming 
University of Science and Technology (KUST), 
Yunnan, China

ADB’s Country Director and Deputy Country Director arriving for a Research Briefing by CDRI’s 
senior researchers on the current development issues CDRI is working on, CDRI, November 2012

General Department of Statistics, National 
Committee for Planning and Investment S(formerly 
National Centre of Statistics), Laos

Institute of Economics (IE), Vietnam Academy 
of Social Sciences, Vietnam National Economic 
Research Institute (NERI), Laos

Myanmar Development Research Institute (MDRI), 
Myanmar

Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI), 
Thailand
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ECOnOMy, TRADE  
AnD REGIOnAl COOPERATIOn

The Economy, Trade and Regional Cooperation 
Programme continues to produce regular publications 
on the Cambodian economy and major development 
trends and issues – the monthly Flash Report on 
the Cambodian Economy, the quarterly Cambodia 
Development Review and the Annual Development 
Review, with associated Khmer-language materials. 
The Programme also conducts quarterly Vulnerable 
Worker Surveys and monthly Provincial Price Surveys.

The research project on the Rapid Assessment of 
the Impact of Rising Food Prices on Poor and Vulnerable 
Groups in Cambodia, funded by the NGO Forum on 
Cambodia, was completed in June. Three manuscripts 
are at ISEAS for publication: Assessing China’s Impact on 
Poverty in the Greater Mekong Sub-region; Surviving the 
Global Financial and Economic Downturn: The Cambodian 
Experience; and Land Policy and Practice in Cambodia. 
The book Costs and Benefits of Cross-country Labour 
Migration in the GMS was released in July.

Our Programmes

The first draft report on Assessing Economic Inclusiveness 
in Cambodia: Income and Non-income Pro-poor Approach 
(Greater Mekong Sub-region Development Analysis 
Network (GMS-DAN 9) has been completed and 
preliminary findings presented at the GMS-DAN 
workshop on 27 August in Kunming City, Yunnan 
Province, China. The report is being revised based 
on comments received during the workshop and 
the findings will be presented at the dissemination 
workshop in January 2013. What are the Constraints 
to Inclusive Growth in Cambodia? and Industrial Clusters, 
Business Associations and SME’s productivity: Evidence 
from Enterprise Survey of Cambodia are being revised 
upon comments received from ARTNeT. The key 
findings of the second paper were presented at the 
regional workshop in Colombo, Sri Lanka, in August. 

The Sida-supported five-year research project on 
Inclusive Growth was launched early in the year. It 
consists of five components. The first draft report 
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Jobs created by SMEs contribute significantly to making growth more inclusive: Brickworks in Kandal province, September 2012
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on High and Sustainable Economic Growth has been 
completed. The first draft reports for Economic 
Growth, Inequality and Poverty Reduction; Assessing the 
Pro-Poorness of Fiscal Policy; and Economic Growth, Trade 

and Poverty Reduction are expected be ready in early 
2013. The final component, How to Achieve Inclusive 
Growth, is the synthesis report and will therefore be 
prepared in the final phase of the project in 2015/16. 

Eight Policy Briefs in both English and 
Khmer, derived from the Global Financial 
Crisis and Vulnerability in Cambodia project, 
supported by the International Development 
Research Centre (IDRC), were published. 
The dissemination workshop, attended by 
government officers, representatives of 
international organisations such as the Asian 
Development Bank, the World Bank, the 
United Nations Development Fund, local 
and international NGOs, researchers and 
academics, was organised on 19 October.  Eight 
analytical project papers are being finalised and 
will be published as CDRI working papers. 

The final report of ASEAN 2030 Phase I: 
Growing Together for Economic Prosperity - the 
Challenges: Cambodia Background Paper has 
been submitted to ADBI, and Phase II of the 
project is expected to start in early 2013. The 
preliminary results of the project Levels and 
Sources of Household Income in Rural Cambodia 
2012 are awaiting further comment from the 
World Bank.
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Cambodians benefit from low priced Chinese imports and the jobs and infrastructure created through 
Chinese investment projects like the optic cables being laid in Phnom Penh, March 2012

To survive the global financial and economic downturn, many families turned to traditional production, like making sugar palm leaf  roofing panels, that needs 
little or no capital, Kompong Speu, September 2012
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POvERTy, AGRICUlTURE 
AnD RURAl DEvElOPMEnT
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Nine projects were undertaken during the year. Four 
of these have been completed: Impact Assessment 
of Farmers Organisations on Food Security for Rural 
Poor supported by the World Bank; Development of 
Impact Assessment Methodology for Mine Action Sector 
in Cambodia supported by UNDP; Promoting Gender 
Equality for the Labour Market for More Inclusive Growth 
with financial support from ADB; and the AC Mid-line 
Follow-up Study under the Demand for Good Governance 
Project supported by the World Bank through the 
Arbitration Council Foundation (ACF).

The first stage of the project Developing Agricultural 
Policies for Rice-based Farming Systems in the Middle 
Mekong, with financial support from the Australian 
Centre for International Agricultural Research 
(ACIAR), comprises four case studies – Fertiliser 
Farm Input, Farm Credit, Rice Value Chains and Rice 
Contract Farming. Draft reports have been prepared 
and preliminary results presented at the regional 
seminars in Laos in June and in Vietnam in July. The aim 
of the seminars was to create synergy among ACIAR 
projects and integrate country study findings. Data 
has been collected for the Study on the Contribution of 
AC Service in Improving Industrial Relations in Cambodia: 
The Case of Garment Factories, supported by the World 
Bank through the Arbitration Council Foundation 
(ACF). The project has progressed slowly because of 
garment factories’ reluctance to share quantitative 

Marine resources provide the main source of  livelihood for many coastal 
communities, Kampot province, April 2012

Agriculture, which employs 
about half  of  the workforce, 
has shown strong resilience 
to external shocks in recent 
years and could provide 
the best safety net for local 
people, Takeo province, 
December 2012

data. CDRI asked GMAC and ACF for their help in 
obtaining the needed data from garment factories, 
but to no avail. The project therefore was unable to 
meet the original objective of assessing the value of 
AC services in industrial relations. For the Impact 
Assessment of CARF-funded Projects, data has been 
collected and the draft report is being prepared. 
The project Impact of Contract Farming on Smallholder 
Livelihoods, with financial support from Sida, is in the 
literature review and design phase. For the USAID-
HARVEST Baseline Assessment Study, data collection and 
entry has been completed, the data is being analysed 
and the report drafted. 
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DEMOCRATIC GOvERnAnCE AnD 
PUBlIC 
SECTOR 
REfORM

Eight research projects, mainly funded by the Swedish 
International Development Cooperation Agency 
(Sida), are being undertaken and most are in their final 
phases. The report on Transformed Society in the Face 
of D&D: Implications of State Society Reciprocal Relations 
in Cambodia has been finalised for publication in the 
Annual Development Review 2012-13. Fieldwork for the 
study on Urban Governance in Decentralised Cambodia 
has been conducted in four provinces, but work in two 
other provinces has been delayed. This was because 
of an unexpected project, Phnom Penh Baseline Survey, 
commissioned by the District Support Team/One 
Window Service Office (DST/OWSO) of the NCDD. 
The first draft report has been sent to the DST/
OWSO team for review and should be finalised at the 
end of December. For Nested Governance of Water for 
Agriculture: Decentralisation, Multi-level Government and 
Local Community in Tonle Sap Basin, a study partially 
supported by the Asian Institute of Technology’s 

A CDRI researcher lecturing on Gender and Decentralisation in Post-conflict Cambodia, Bonn, Germany, January 2012

M-Power-CPWF Research Fellowship Programme, the 
mid-term report has been submitted. The report for 
the project Gendered and Democratic Decentralisation: 
Analysis of Gender in Political Parties in Cambodia is 
being drafted and discussed among the authors. For 
the study 20 Years after UNTAC: Cambodian Civil Society 
Strengthened? the manuscript was presented to 
development practitioners, partners and researchers. 
The project on Decentralisation Reform in Education 
Sector is in the early stages of implementation. 

An article drawing on the project ‘All Good Things 
do Not Go Together’ – Analysing Contradictions between 
Peace-building and Democratisation, being undertaken 
in partnership with the University of Gothenburg to 
identify how and why conflicts emerge in the wake of, 
and possibly triggered by, peace-building interventions, 
has been submitted to an international journal for 
publication. 
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Strengthening local water governance 
and building water management 
capacity at commune and water-user 
community level goes hand-in-
hand with irrigation infrastructure 
development, Kompong Chhnang 
province, May 2012
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DEMOCRATIC GOvERnAnCE AnD 
PUBlIC 
SECTOR 
REfORM

A CDRI researcher lecturing on Gender and Decentralisation in Post-conflict Cambodia, Bonn, Germany, January 2012

nATURAl  RESOURCES AnD  
ThE EnvIROnMEnT

The Cambodian traditional way of  life cannot avoid some adaptation in the face of  climate change and economic and technological development, north Phnom Penh, 
March 2012

The team has been working on seven projects, three 
of which have concluded and four will be carried 
over to 2013. The final report on Strengthening Aquatic 
Resources Governance (STARGO) project was completed 
in December.  As part of this project, the team organised 
a national dialogue on local innovations to support 
the reforms of aquatic resources governance on the 
Tonle Sap Lake, held in Phnom Penh on 19 December. 
Jointly implemented with the Social Development 
Programme, the Critical Incident Inquiry: Cambodians 
Negotiating Gender Norms project concluded in July, 
and the Impact Assessment of CAVAC-funded Projects 
was completed in November. 

The literature review for Climate Change Adaptation 
and Livelihoods in Cambodia, a Sida-funded project, was 
published as a working paper. Fieldwork for Gender 
and Water Governance: Irrigation Management and 
Development in the Context of Climate Change, a Sida-
supported project, has been conducted in Kompong 
Thom, Kompong Chhnang and Pursat provinces. The 
team is preparing the fieldwork report and drafting a 
working paper, including a Khmer language version, to 
disseminate research findings. In collaboration with 
the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), 
University of London, the team is undertaking the 
Cambodia country study for China Goes Global: A 
Comparative Study of Chinese Hydropower Dams in 
Africa and Asia, a project supported by the Economic 
and Social Research Council (ESRC), UK. The initial 
literature review has been completed and the findings 

on the case of Kamchay Hydropower Dam presented 
at the first project workshop in London. The feasibility 
study and actual fieldwork for the case study will be 
carried out in early 2013. Work on the project Improving 
Water Governance and Climate Change Adaptation in 
Cambodia started in October. Supported by IDRC, 
this three-year research project is a collaboration 
with researchers from CDRI’s Governance and 
Social Development Programmes and partners from 
the Ministry of Water Resources and Meteorology 

Fish supply 50-80 percent of  total protein intake for Tonle Sap Basin 
residents, Kompong Thom province, November 2012
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(MoWRAM), the Tonle Sap Authority (TSA), the 
Ministry of Environment (MoE), the Royal University 
of Agriculture (RUA), the Institute of Technology of 
Cambodia (ITC), and the Mekong Programme on 
Water, Environment and Resilience (M-POWER). 
Field reconnaissance in Kompong Chhnang, Pursat 
and Kompong Thom provinces has already been 
undertaken and plans for five mini studies are being 
developed. The in-depth study will start in January 
2013 and complete in September 2015. 

AusAID is collaborating with NRE researchers to 
evaluate the Water Resources Management Research 
Capacity Development Programme (WRMRCDP). 
The purpose of this independent impact assessment, 
from December to January 2013, is to assess how 
and to what extent the programme has informed and 
influenced government policy and improved water 
management in Cambodia.

New opportunities have been secured for 2013. 
The Overseas Development Institute (ODI) has 
engaged NRE to implement a project called Practical 
Approach to Supporting Competiveness of Low/Lower-
middle Income Countries in a Carbon Constrained World 
in January 2013. The project aims to develop a low 
carbon development diagnostic tool by engaging in 
five low income countries, including Cambodia. The 
Programme is awaiting the result of a proposal on 
Small-scale Fish Farming, to be announced by CARF/
AusAID. 

In the spirit of cross-programme collaboration, 
the team helped the Governance Programme to 
organise a dissemination workshop in Kratie, one 
NRE researcher assisted in organising the 2012 
DRF Symposium, and another is on the organising 
committee for the 2013 Outlook Conference.
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Wood transformation via timber 
milling, carpentry and furniture 
making is gaining importance in 

local areas where additional value-
added in forestry may compensate 

for the depletion of  forest resources, 
Takeo province, May 2012

Promoting the use of  
fast growing bamboo as a 
construction material could 
help reduce the rate of  forest 
loss, Kompong Speu province, 
May 2012
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SOCIAl DEvElOPMEnT

A school and its pour-flush latrine surveyed by CDRI researchers for the ‘Knowledge, Attitude and Practice on Sanitation and Hygiene’ 
project, Kompong Speu province, November 2011 

The programme was established in 2008 to respond 
to ongoing and newly emerging social issues in 
Cambodia on its road to economic development. In 
this spirit, the team seeks to unpack issues related to 
priority sectors in the country’s development, such 
as in health, education and gender, and to influence 
government policy through its research findings and 
recommendations. The team has been working on 
seven major projects. 

The six-year research programme consortium Building 
Pro-poor Health Systems during Recovery from Conflict 
“ReBUILD”, funded by UK-DFID, has made substantive 
progress. The study on The Impact of Health Financing 
Policy Change on Patterns of Poor Household Expenditure 
for Healthcare in Cambodia has received ethical 
approval from MoH in Cambodia and Queen Margaret 
University, UK, for data collection. Descriptive 
statistical analysis of the CSES 1997, 2007 and 2009  
 

Pro-poor health 
systems help to 
protect vulnerable 
people, especially 
women and children, 
Preah Sihanouk 
province, September 
2012
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Both state and private universities 
offer tertiary education to 

Cambodian students, but quality is 
a major issue, Phnom Penh,  

August 2012

datasets on household health expenditure and food 
expenditure was conducted; the selection, cleaning, 
modelling and testing of data for different schemes 
was discussed with the UK coordinators. For the 
project Policies to Attract and Retain Health Workers in 
Rural Areas, secondary data collection and preliminary 
assessments in five provinces have been completed. 
The team is now collecting data in Phnom Penh 
and reviewing national policies such as the National 
Health Strategic Plans 2003-07 and 2008-15, and the 
Health Workforce Development Plans 1996-2005 
and 2006-15. For the project The Change Process in 
Contracting Arrangements within the Cambodian Health 
Sector, the first and second draft synthesis reports 
of the literature have been submitted to the UK 
coordinator. Preliminary testing of the main indicators 
of service coverage has also been completed. Staff at 
the Department of International Cooperation, MoH, 
have been consulted and field visits undertaken to 
seek cooperation and request support letters from 
stakeholders. 

The study Verification of Sanitation Outcomes in 
Cambodia is a partnership with the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation. The team is addressing comments 
received on the inception report. The Knowledge, 
Attitude and Practice (KAP) Survey on Sanitation and 
Hygiene, funded by Plan International, was concluded. 
Findings were presented to Plan International 

Cambodia and will be used as baseline data in 
Kompong Cham, Kompong Speu, Takeo, Svay Rieng 
and Kandal provinces for the implementation of the 
Cambodia Rural Sanitation and Hygiene Improvement 
Programme (CR-SHIP). For the collaborative project 
Pathways to Universal Coverage in Cambodia led by the 
Nossal Institute of Global Health, the report has been 
submitted and accepted. 

The report for the study of Situation of Social Capital 
in Cambodia, supported by Senshu University of Japan, 
has been submitted and an article published in the 
Cambodia Development Review. The GIZ-supported 
project Critical Incident Inquiry: Cambodians Negotiating 
Gender Norms, was completed. The research team will  
present the results to the National Working Group 
and the Technical Working Group on Gender, and 
then revise the report based on comments received. 

In fulfilment of the Programme’s strategic plan, the 
team has started to conduct research on education. 
With support from Sida, two studies are in progress. 
Higher Education Governance in Cambodia: Its Structure 
and Core Issues is nearing completion, the paper 
having been revised based on comments from peer 
reviewers. For the project Matching Labour Supply and 
Market Demand, the literature review is underway and 
the team is consulting key stakeholders on project 
design.Pr
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Consistent with CDRI’s mission and Strategic Plan 
2012-15, capacity-building efforts in 2012 focused 
on strengthening researchers’ knowledge and skills 
in order to respond to emerging issues and new 
initiatives. Researchers participated in specialist 

local and international training programmes to 
develop expertise in poverty-environment issues that 
encompass social, political and economic factors, and 
to tackle the goal of bringing a gender perspective to 
the analysis and design of development policies.

Training Courses-In & Outside 
Country

Date Course title Facilitator/Institution

23 January -  
8 February

Human Resources Planning and 
Management in the Health Sector

Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine,  
Liverpool, UK

30 January - 
3 February

RMSM-X Macroeconomic Projection Model 
Training

ADB and World Bank in collaboration with 
SNEC

15-16 February National Bio-safety Clearing House (BCH) 
Training

Royal University of Agriculture, Phnom 
Penh

19-30 March Mainstreaming Gender in Climate Change 
Adaptation and Mitigation

Regional Center for Asia 
International Institute of Rural 
Reconstruction, Philippines

Capacity 
Building

CDRI researchers took part in a writing workshop to prepare a book chapter on Civil Society, Bonn, Germany, February 2012

Staff CapaCity Building
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Enumerator training conducted by a CDRI researcher, CDRI, June 2012

Date Course title Facilitator/Institution

26 April Life History Research and Data Analysis Professor Raewyn Connell, Partners for 
Prevention, Bangkok, Thailand 

26-27 September Building Capacity of Institutions to Help 
Farmers Better Adapt to Climate Variability 
and Change in Cambodia 

Royal University of Agriculture 
Khan Dangkor, Phnom Penh

13-26 November Descriptive Statistics and Data Analysis with 
SPSS/STATA Software Packages for junior 
researchers

Dr Bunnak Poch, CDRI, Phnom Penh

16-21 December Sustainable Hydropower Development 
(SHD) Network: Training of Trainers on 
Dealing with Outstanding Social Issues 

MRC and GIZ, Vientiane, Laos 

CDRI supports operations and research staff wishing 
to attain vocational, professional and higher education 
qualifications. In 2012 five staff enrolled in Cambodian 
universities, where one is studying for a bachelor 
degree and four for a master’s degree, and six went 
on study leave to pursue postgraduate studies at 

international universities where four are engaged 
in master's programmes and two are undertaking 
doctorate research. CDRI also welcomed back from 
study leave six research staff, five of whom have 
graduated with a master's degree and one with a 
doctorate degree.
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In 2012, Development Knowledge Management 
(DKM) contributed to the smooth implementation of 
many research projects. Consistent support provided 
by the DKM team enabled research programmes to 
produce timely research outputs and disseminate 
new knowledge generated to address emerging 
issues and inform the development of Cambodia and 
its regions. 

Building Library Collection 
The library has made strong efforts to develop its 
collection to meet the needs of researchers and 
service users. Over 800 new titles were acquired 
and catalogued on the database, bringing the holding 
to 18,000 books and PDF articles. To promote the 
library’s services and attract new users, information 

brochures were printed and disseminated. The team 
hosted groups of students invited from 10 universities 
and oriented them on the library’s facilities. The online 
catalogue with its e-resources – PDF articles, free 
access to international e-journals, and free download 
of CDRI publications – benefits both Cambodian and 
international researchers and students.

To make more resources available to researchers, 
CDRI’s library coordinates with several other 
libraries in Phnom Penh to form the Cambodian 
Electronic Information for Libraries (Cam-elFL). They 
share the subscription fee to access a broad range of 
electronic resources through Electronic Information 
for Libraries (ElFL), Rome, Italy. EIFL has partnerships 
with publishers such as BioOne, Cambridge University 

Development Knowledge Management

H.E. Dr Sok Siphana, Chair of  CDRI’s 
Board of  Directors presenting his welcoming 

remarks at the opening ceremony of  the 
Development Research Forum Annual 

Symposium, Phnom Penh, October 2012

CDRI staff  conduct library orientation 
at universities in Phnom Penh and the 
provinces to inform students about the 

services and resources available at CDRI’s 
library, Siem Reap, July 2010 

D
KM
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Press, IOP Publisher, Oxford University Press and the 
OECD library. As a result, several electronic databases 
are accessible free of charge at CDRI and other Cam-
elFL member libraries in Phnom Penh.   

Compiling and Managing Datasets 
The Data Management team took a leading role in 
supporting and supervising data preparation. This 
ensured compliance with research protocols, quality 
data and uniform results, and expedited reporting. 
Systematic statistical analysis training to strengthen 
data preparation skills and data analysis capacity, 
especially of junior researchers, was organised and 
delivered by the Democratic Governance and Public 
Sector Reform Programme. Two research datasets 
were completed in 2012, bringing the total number 
under the Unit’s management to 80.

Publishing CDRI Research Results
The Publications Unit’s effort to improve 
communication with authors has resulted in more 
effective resource use, especially Khmer and English 
language editing and Khmer translation services. 
Working in close collaboration with the authors 
has improved the quantity and quality of Khmer 
language publications. The team supported research 
programmes and administration units, translating and 
editing a vast array of research materials and official 
correspondence, organising displays and distributing 
CDRI’s publications at one conference, two workshops 
and one book fair, and interpreting at various events. 
Revision of CDRI’s Publishing Policy has facilitated 
dissemination of research outputs in soft-copy and 
reduced the hard copy publication inventory.

Disseminating and Publicising Research 
Results
The research community and members of the 
Development Research Forum (DRF) are important 
audiences for CDRI research products. Through a 
number of DRF forums such as research workshops 
and policy roundtables, training programmes, 
online discussions and the annual symposium, 
CDRI researchers are able to share knowledge and 
experience with colleagues, students, development 
practitioners and development partners. 

Distribution of CDRI’s research publications via the 
internet not only delivers information and knowledge 
quickly and efficiently, it extends coverage to wider 
local, regional and international audiences. CDRI’s 
website, regularly uploaded with the latest research 
publications, averaged 8000 hits per day or 10,000 
visits per month in the second half of 2012. 

In response to the need to disseminate research 
results in electronic copy, we have created an email 

database to inform CDRI’s readership about new 
CDRI publications as well as expand CDRI’s audience. 
Links on the announcements lead directly to the 
electronic versions available for free download on 
CDRI’s website: www.cdri.org.kh. 

Publications in 2012-13
Working Papers

A Gendered Analysis of Decentralisation Reform •	
in Cambodia
Baseline Survey for Socio-economic Impact •	
Assessment: Greater Mekong Sub-region 
Transmission Project 
Understanding Poverty Dynamics: Evidence from •	
Nine Villages in Cambodia
Sectoral Composition of China’s Economic Growth, •	
Poverty Reduction and Inequality: Development 
and Policy Implications for Cambodia
A Basic Consumer Price Index for Cambodia •	
1993–2009
Analysing Chronic Poverty in Rural Cambodia: •	
Evidence from Panel Data 
Decentralised Governance of Irrigation Water in •	
Cambodia: Matching Principles to Local Realities 
(Khmer version)
The Impact of Irrigation on Household Assets •	
(Khmer version)

Special Report
Sustainable Pathways for Attaining the Millennium •	
Development Goals: Cambodia Case Study 
(Khmer version) 

Annual Development Review 2012-13, in English with a 
summary in Khmer

Cambodia Development Review, a quarterly publication in 
English and Khmer

Flash Report on the Cambodian Economy, a monthly 
publication in English and Khmer

Policy Briefs and Outlook Briefs in English and Khmer

Display and distribution of  CDRI’s publications at the DRF Symposium, 
Phnom Penh, October 2012
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Intervention by the representative of  a fishing community at the ‘National Dialogue on Local Innovations to Support Reform in Aquatic Resources Governance on 
the Tonle Sap Lake’, co-organised by CDRI, Phnom Penh, December 2012

16 February 2012 Cambodia Outlook Conference “Cambodia’s Priorities for Inclusive Growth, 
Regional Integration and ASEAN Leadership – How to Achieve Them” co-hosted by 
CDRI and ANZ Royal in Phnom Penh.

25-26 June Workshop on Moving toward a New Development Model for East Asia – “The Role 
of Domestic Policy and Regional Cooperation” hosted by Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences (CASS) in Beijing, China.

2-3 July East Asian Development Network Annual Forum 2011/12, Manila, Philippines

17-18 July Presentations at the Annual Workshop for the project “Developing Agricultural Policies 
for Rice-based Farming Systems in Laos and Cambodia” organised by the Australian 
Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) in Danang, Vietnam.

15 August Presentation at the ADB/ILO Cambodia Country Diagnostic Study: Employment 
Diagnostic Analysis Inception and Dialogue Workshop, Phnom Penh.

27 August Consultative Workshop on the Greater Mekong Sub-region Development Analysis 
Network (GMS-DAN) study, “Assessing the State of Inclusiveness of Growth in the 
GMS”, organised by CDRI in Kunming, Yunnan, China.

13-16 September Presentations at “Imagining Cambodia: Cambodia Studies Conference”, hosted by 
Northern Illinois University, USA.

Major Conferences,
Workshops and Seminars 

Events
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14 September The 8th Conference of East Asia Institute (EAI) Forum on “East Asian Economic 
Integration and Development Cooperation: Assessment and Future Tasks”, organised 
by Korea Institute for International Economic Policy (KIEP) in Vientiane, Laos.

21 September 2012 KIEP CEER Conference on “Global Economic Crisis and the Future of Emerging 
Economies” organised by the Center for Emerging Economies Research (CEER) at the 
Korea Institute for International Economic Policy (KIEP) in Seoul, South Korea.

19 October Dissemination Workshop on “Global Financial Crisis and Vulnerability in Cambodia”, 
hosted by CDRI in Phnom Penh. 

22-23 October 2012 Development Research Forum Symposium on “Inclusive Sustainable 
Development for Cambodia – Regional and National Policy Research Priorities”, 
organised by CDRI in collaboration with the Cambodian Economic Association (CEA), 
Learning Institute (LI), National Institute of Public Health (NIPH), Royal University 
of Agriculture (RUA), Royal University of Phnom Penh (RUPP), Supreme National 
Economic Council (SNEC) and International Development Research Centre (IDRC).

25-26 October Engagement and Dissemination Workshop: CDRI’s Initiatives in Sharing and Seeking 
Recommendations among Stakeholders on Development Policy Research Findings – 
“The Current Governance Climate and D&D Reform”, hosted by CDRI in Kratie.

31 October-
3 November

Second Global Symposium on Health Systems Research, organised by Peking 
University Health Sciences Center, Beijing, China.

6-11 November Workshop for the Economics and Social Research Council (ESRC) project “China 
Goes Global: A Comparative Study of Chinese Hydropower Dams in Africa and Asia”, 
School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), London, UK.

21-23 November ESCAP/ADB/UNDP Sub-Regional Workshop on accelerated achievement of MDGs
and the Post-2015 Development Agenda in Southeast Asia, Bangkok, Thailand.

10-12 December 2012 CDRI Staff Retreat to review the major achievements and set priorities for 2013, 
organised by CDRI in Kep.

19 December National Dialogue on Local Innovations to Support Reform in Aquatic Resources 
Governance on the Tonle Sap Lake, organised by CDRI, WorldFish, ADIC and FiA at 
Phnom Penh Hotel.

CDRI’s researchers 
attending a workshop 
on ‘China Goes Global: 
A Comparative Study 
of  Chinese Hydropower 
Dams in Africa and 
Asia’, London, UK, 
November 2012
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Events

The deputy secretary 
general of  the Ministry 
of  Economy and Finance 
and deputy secretary 
general of  the Supreme 
National Economic 
Council, delivering his 
opening remarks at 
the final dissemination 
workshop on ‘Global 
Financial Crisis 
and Vulnerability in 
Cambodia’, co-organised 
by CDRI, Phnom Penh, 
October 2012

Break-out discussions at 
the workshop on ‘The 
Current Governance 
Climate and D&D 

Reform’, Kratie province, 
October 2012
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Governance
In 2012, the second year of the 2020 Country 
Research Strategy and the 2011-15 Strategic Plan, 
CDRI continued to execute priority tasks and 
mobilise resources on major strategic priorities – an 
institutional governance assessment which secured 
support from the International Development Resource 
Centre of Canada (IDRC) for research projects for 
the next three years, initial support from the Swiss 
Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC) for 
2012-14, and a staff retreat to review achievements 
and set priority tasks for 2013.

In November, IDRC Regional Controllers visited 
CDRI, as required by IDRC Regional Office for South 
Asia and China for its three-year support, to carry 
out an institutional review of CDRI governance, 
administrative procedures, human resources, grant 
and finance management along with related policies 
and procedures. The review was generally positive.

Administrative services and facilities, procurement and 
logistics included 15 major national and international 
conferences and workshops, 100 internal meetings, 
40 internal regular events including social functions 
and annual staff retreat, 80 procurement exercises 
including 35 for goods and 45 for services, and 40 
overseas travel arrangements to attend conferences 
and workshops. The annual work plan and budget for 
2013 was reviewed and revised.  

Human Resources Management continued to update 
and strengthen recruitment: a personnel database is 
being developed and will be piloted on the intranet, 
three staff were recruited to fill vacancies due to 
study leave and restructured posts and 12 consultants, 
trainers and volunteers were contracted for short-
term service, the staff manual was updated, and 11 
applications for staff capacity building were approved. 

New equipment purchased included five desktop 
computers, nine laptops, six printers and one LCD 
projector. Thirty-one computers were replaced with 
new or upgraded computers with additional memory 
and hard disk space, 35 computers were reformatted 
and all programs reinstalled. There were 29 fieldwork 
projects including data entry, 12 research fieldwork 
and software application training sessions, 16 major 
conferences, workshops, forums, visits and 29 Skype 
conferences with project partners that required IT 
technical support and equipment.

External Relations continued raising CDRI’s profile, 
building and expanding its network with many 
local and international development partners and 
delegations such as SNEC, the Royal School of 
Administration, ADB, AusAID, EU, Sida missions, the 
Jeju Peace Institute of South Korea and the Swiss 
Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC). The 
unit facilitated the extension of CDRI’s partnership 
with ANZ Royal for continued support in organising 
the Annual Cambodia Outlook Conference including 
the coordination of the 2013 conference and other 
CDRI events such as board meetings, CDRI-Sida 
Annual Review including reporting and follow up of 
actions arising from discussion, the induction plan to 
settle the new Director of Research into CDRI, and 
the development of the Resource Mobilisation Policy 
as well as Partner and Major Stakeholder Consultation 
for its implementation.
 
CDRI achieved a modest operating surplus in 2012, 
with operating revenue of USD2.8 million and 
expenditure of USD2.2 million. Finance management 
continued to maintain a high standard of accountability 
and transparency, upgrading systems and services to 
control and generate more information and diverse 
reports for all programmes and projects. 
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Professor Zhang Yuyan  
 Director 
 Institute of World Economics and Politics 
 Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
 Beijing, China        

H.E. Ms Neav Chanthana  
 Deputy Governor 
 National Bank of Cambodia
 Phnom Penh

Dr Huot Pum  
 Economist
 ASEAN+3 Macroeconomic Research Office 

(AMRO) 
 Singapore

H.E. Dr Tia Phalla    
 Vice Chair    
 National AIDS Authority
 Phnom Penh

Dato’ Dr Mahani Zainal Abidin 
 Chief Executive
 Institute of Strategic and International Studies
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Mr Larry Strange
 Executive Director 

Cambodia Development Resource Institute 
Phnom Penh

Mr Hing Vutha*
 Research Fellow and
 Staff Representative 

Cambodia Development Resource Institute  
Phnom Penh

Note:
*  Mr Noritada Morita retired from the board in 
February 2012; Mr Hing Vutha retired from the 
board in February 2013; Ms Pok Panhavichetr 
and Ms Carol Strickler retired from the board in 
February 2013, at the end of their second term.  
CDRI expresses its gratitude for their dedicated 
service.

CDRI Board of Directors 2012-13

H.E. Dr Chea Chanto
 Honorary Chair  

Governor of the National Bank of Cambodia 
Phnom Penh 

H.E. Dr Sok Siphana 
Chairman of CDRI Board of Directors

 Principal, Sok Siphana & Associates 
 Advisor to the Royal Government of Cambodia
 Phnom Penh

Ms Pok Panhavichetr*
 Executive Director 
 Cambodian Women’s Crisis Centre 
 Phnom Penh

Ms Carol Strickler*
 Former Executive Director of 

Cooperation Committee for Cambodia  
Phnom Penh

Ambassador Dr Borje Ljunggren 
 Sweden

Mr Noritada Morita*
 Chairman and CEO
 Asia Strategy Forum
 Bangkok, Thailand

CDRI staff, on his retirement as driver, 
receiving a Certificate of  Appreciation 
presented by H.E. Dr Sok Siphana, 
Chair of  CDRI’s Board of  Directors, 
in acknowledgment of his long service and 
outstanding contribution and commitment to 
CDRI, Kep province, December 2012
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Staff List 2012-13

Senior Management

1 Mr Larry STRANGE Executive Director

2 Dr Srinivasa 
MADHUR

Director of Research

3 Mr UNG Sirn Lee Director of Operations

Democratic Governance and Public 
Sector Reform Programme

4 Mr CHHEAT Sreang Programme Coordinator

5 Dr KIM Sedara Senior Research Fellow 
and Advisor

6 Dr SO Sokbunthoeun Senior Research Fellow 
(P/T)

7 Dr PAK Kimchoeun Senior Research Fellow 
(P/T)

8 Ms ENG Netra Research Fellow*

9 Mr KIM Sean Somatra Research Associate*

10 Mr SEN Vicheth Research Associate

11 Ms CHEA Chou Research Fellow

12 Mr HENG Seiha Research Associate

13 Mr OU Sivhuoch Research Associate

14 Ms CHHOUN Nareth Programme Assistant

15 Ms LY Tem Research Assistant*

Economy, Trade and Regional 
Cooperation Programme

16 Dr TONG Kimsun Programme Coordinator

17 Mr HING Vutha Research Fellow

18 Mr SAING Chan HangResearch Associate*

19 Mr LUN Pide Research Associate

20 Mr ROTH Vathana Research Associate

21 Ms OUCH 
Chandarany

Research Associate*

22 Mr KHIENG Sothy Research Associate*

23 Ms PON Dorina Field Work Coordinator

24 Ms OURN Vimoil Programme Assistant*

25 Ms PHANN Dalis Research Assistant*

26 Ms SRY Bopharath Research Assistant

27 Ms PHAY Sokcheng Research Assistant

Natural Resources and the Environment 
Programme

28 Dr CHEM Phalla Programme Coordinator

29 Mr KIM Sour Research Associate

30 Mr NANG Phirun Research Associate

31 Mr OUCH Chhuong Research Assistant

32 Mr LONN Pich Dara Research Assistant

33 Ms SAM Sreymom Research Assistant

Poverty, Agricultural and Rural 
Development Programme

34 Dr THENG Vuthy Programme Coordinator 

35 Mr SO Sovannarith Senior Research Fellow

36 Mr KEM Sothorn Research Associate 

37 Mr KEO Socheat Research Associate 

38 Ms SUM Sreymom Research Associate

39 Mr CHHIM Chhun Programme Assistant

40 Ms KHIEV Pirom Research Assistant

Social Development Programme

41 Mr NOU Keosothea Programme Coordinator

42 Ms VONG Sreytouch Research Fellow

43 Ms ROS Bandeth Research Associate

44 Ms SOK Sethea Research Associate 

45 Ms HIENG 
Thiraphumry

Programme Assistant 

46 Ms ENG Socheat Research Assistant 

47 Ms HUON Chantrea Research Assistant 

48 Mr EAM Phyrom Research Assistant*

Research Advisor

49 Dr Rebecca F. 
CATALLA

Research Advisor 

Research Editor/Academic Writer

50 Ms Susan WATKINS Editor/Academic Writer

External Relations 

51 Ms Moudda 
BILLMEIER

Manager 

52 Ms RUN Savinn Assistant to Executive 
Director / External 
Relations Officer
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Development Knowledge

53 Mr EM Sorany Development Knowledge 
Manager 

54 Ms SORN Maden Officer

Publications

55 Mr YOU Sethirith Publishing Manager 

56 Mr OUM Chantha Production Officer

57 Ms MEN Chanthida Publishing Assistant

58 Mr KHENG Seng Translator

59 Ms NON 
Sokchamroeun

Translation Assistant

Library

60 Mr HE Hin Library Manager

61 Ms UN Sinoch Librarian

Finance

62 Ms Beauphara 
THONG

Finance Manager

63 Mr SREY Sovannarith Senior Accountant

64 Ms BEAN Borina Finance Assistant

Information Technology

65 Mr LENG Vanna IT Manager

66 Mr VAN Narith 
Sambath

Electronic and Hardware 
Specialist

Administration and Support Services 

67 Ms OEUNG Bon 
Thyda

Human Resource and 
Administrative Manager

68 Mr SEN Sina Senior Administrator

69 Mr NONG Monin Administrative Officer*

70 Ms CHEA Sothy Administration Assistant

71 Ms EUNG Sreymong Administration Assistant

72 Mr KIE Kim Por Maintenance Man

73 Mr EANG Soth Driver

74 Mr CHHOUK Sothun Driver

75 Mr OUK Samnang Driver

76 Mr LIM Ratana Driver

77 Mr KOUK Sara Courier/Messenger

78 Ms SOM Mouly Kitchen Aide

79 Ms MOK Savry Cleaner

80 Ms NOU Sim Cleaner

81 Ms CHEA Sokha Cleaner

82 Ms OU Seng Houy Cleaner

83 Mr NOU Navandy Gardener

84 Mr PRIN Ravy Garden Helper 

_______________
* On leave for post graduate study

A football match between CDRI staff  during the staff  retreat in Kep province, December 2012
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